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From the Scientific Council
Ladies and Gentlemen,
Welcome to the 19th edition of the ‘Journal of Management and Financial Sciences’.
This is our privilege to present articles which we hope will present a contribution
to the development of economic thought and contribute to a fuller understanding
of the complex economic issues.
Aleksander Aleszczyk from the Department of Economics University of Exeter
Business School in his article “The Banks’ Financial Reporting and the Downfall of
the Banking Sector” examines the causes of the financial crisis of 2007–08 and the
impact on global financial markets and economies. Author attempts to close the gap
in the banking sector’s research – linking inefficiencies of financial reporting with the
funding position of banks. The analysis includes three accounting practices and three
ways in which the financing of banks was hindered. Importantly, this work examines
economic mechanisms that demonstrate a causal relation between imperfect financial reporting and illiquidity in the banking sector. The paper argues that decreased
competitiveness of the banking industry stems from problems in effective reporting
of this sector. Arguably, a better understanding of vulnerable areas of information
disclosure and transmission channels would allow regulators to make future crises
in banking less severe.
“Thoughts about Exotic Bank Products’ Advertising in Emerging Economies
During the Crisis” is an article prepared by Mónika-Anetta Alt Associate professor
of marketing Department of Economics and Business Administration in Hungarian
Language University of Babeş-Bolyai Cluj-Napoca, Faculty of Economics and Business Administration, József Berács Professor of marketing Faculty of Engineering
and Automatization Kecskemét College Hungary and Zsuzsa Săplăcan Lecturer of
marketing, Department of Economics and Business Administration in Hungarian
Language University of Babeş-Bolyai Cluj-Napoca Faculty of Economics and Business
Administration. The background of this study is related to the loss of confidence
in financial sector after the economic crisis from 2008.. Beside the political aspects
of this topic the social responsibility of banks’ marketing and advertising should be
considered also at two important stakeholders categories: consumers and regulatory bodies. This study is guided by the following research question: how the Swiss
franc foreign currency loans was introduced in the Hungarian and the Romanian
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market? In this paper the exploratory phase of the research is presented. The general
economic situation in recession and the specific marketing and advertising expense
in this period led to a better understanding of the situation.
The aim of an article “Employee Engagement and Human Resource Practices
in the CEE Region and Europe” by Kassim Iris a consultant at Aon Hewitt (Hungary)
is to present the findings of the ‘European employee engagement survey’, which is a biannual research that was executed in 2010 and 2012 with the participation of almost
300 European human resource (hr) professionals. Main objective of the research was
to explore a comprehensive picture about the state of employee engagement within the
European region with special attention to the central and eastern European (CEE) region.
By introducing descriptive statistics of survey responses the paper provides an interesting overview about various approaches to employee engagement as well as the variety
of hr and engagement management practices applied in the CEE and European region.
Inna Romānova and Irina Solovjova from the University of Latvia in their article
“Stability of the Banking Sector and Competitiveness: a Latvian Perspective” present
an opinion that competitiveness of any country is closely related to the stability of the
banking sector. Therefore, the objective of the paper is to analyse the main factors that
influence stability of the Latvian banking system and consequently competitiveness
of the country. Analysis is made based on the multiple choice model. The analysis
shows that one of the most important factors, negatively influencing stability of the
banking system, is loan quality, that is closely related to ease of access to loans. The
paper identifies the main imbalances in banking operations that have lead to these
problems and offers proposals to its’ solution.
The main goal of an article “Determinants of the Life Quality of the Emerging Upper Class in Poland” by Teresa Słaby from Warsaw School of Economics
is to present of selected results of researches on life quality of the emerging upper
class in Poland, conducted in years 2011/2012. Upper class being formed in Poland
is the subject of not only sociological researches. After system transformation one
can observe in Poland more and more large group of this class’ representatives with
differentiated genealogy. These researches were the first empirical recognition of
consumption structure and economic behaviors of this social group’s representatives,
with special attention paid to diagnosis of their life quality.
We wish you pleasant reading.
Ryszard Bartkowiak,
Chairman of the Scientific Council and Dean of the Faculty
Piotr Wachowiak,
Vice-Chairman of the Scientific Council and Vice-Dean of the Faculty
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The Banks’ Financial Reporting
and the Downfall of the Banking Sector
A bstract
The recent literature examines the causes of the financial crisis of 2007–08 and their
impact on global financial markets and economies. This paper attempts to close the gap
in the banking sector’s research – linking inefficiencies of financial reporting with the
funding position of banks. The analysis includes three accounting practices and three ways
in which the financing of banks was hindered. Importantly, this work examines economic
mechanisms that demonstrate a causal relation between imperfect financial reporting
and illiquidity in the banking sector. The paper argues that decreased competitiveness of
the banking industry stems from problems in effective reporting of this sector. Arguably,
a better understanding of vulnerable areas of information disclosure and transmission
channels would allow regulators to make future crises in banking less severe.
Keywords: financial reporting of banks, liquidity, funding risk, financial crisis, behavioural
accounting
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Introduction
The infamous financial scandals and crises of recent decades have placed financial reporting on the top of banks’ agendas, making it one of the most strategic areas
in research. Shiller1 indicates that researching the crisis “has involved considerable
finger pointing. The danger is that the emphasis on placing blame may cause us
to lose sight of the real solution”. Therefore, this paper examines the implications
of financial reporting for the banking sector. More specifically, the main research
hypothesis is that banks’ disclosure affects their own financial position. This work
provides an economic explanation on how financial reporting contributed to the
downfall of the banking industry, viewed as the inability to fund current operations.

Research Design
This study builds on two pillars – obscured banks’ disclosure and difficult
financing standing of banks. Taking a holistic approach, a range of relevant cases on
inefficient reporting and liquidity concerns are presented. The two building blocks
are grounded in literature and taken on more the praesumo presume basis. Following
such a review, an interrelation between financial reporting and financing opportunities is considered. The paper aims to provide a theoretical framework that allows
to study this dependence. Thus, the linkage is disentangled into four mechanisms of
the informational game between banks and investors.
This paper takes a novel approach that marries creative accounting and economic outcome with economic rationale. The proposed 2x2 game model of assets’
sale under distress has predictions similar to Allen and Carletti2. The simplicity
of the game model clarifies the phenomena and allows researchers to infer new
understandings about the informational channel of accounting. The analysis of
the prisoner’s dilemma provides insights on how accounting regulation may drive
economic action of banks but not reflect economic reality, which is difficult to be
captured by archival research alone.
Notwithstanding the above, the financial sector is highly regulated, but it appears
that financial reporting allows for behavioural issues to come into play. This paper
1 R. Shiller, The Subprime Solution: How Today’s Global Financial Crisis Happened, and What to Do
about It, Princeton University Press, Princeton 2008.
2 F. Allen, E. Carletti, Mark-to-Market Accounting and Liquidity Pricing, “Journal of Accounting and
Economics” 2008, vol. 45, no. 2–3, pp. 358–378.
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focuses on the rational decision making by agents over their information sets. Further
research could provide alternative explanations, such as cognitive biases, which are
grounded in behavioural economics.

Related Literature and Research Motivation
The paper contributes to understanding of an area of intersection between
accounting, economics and finance in the banking sector’s context. It also supports the
recently emerging literature of behavioural accounting, which studies how financial
reporting can be designed to make behavioural effects transparent to its stakeholders.
The first pillar is how companies are financed. The irrelevance of mode of financing
put forth by Modigliani and Miller3 can serve as the equilibrium, benchmark result
in the ideal world. More reasonably, the choice of corporate financing can be driven
by weighing the sum of the present value of benefits and costs of debt4. On other hand,
the outcome may be affected by informational asymmetry in line with the pecking
order theory by Myers and Majluf5 and Myers6. Alternatively, Baker and Wurgler7
suggest equity market timing, when a firm issues shares at high prices and conversely
repurchases them when values are low. But clearly the standard theories may not be
applicable for highly leveraged banks8. Beatty and Liao9 suggest important role of
corporate governance for the economic standing of firms10, funding11 and equity
prices12, which proves to be helpful whilst developing the framework in this paper.

3 F. Modigliani, M. H. Miller, Corporate Income Taxes and the Cost of Capital: A Correction, “American
Economic Review” 1963, vol. 53, no. 3, pp. 433–443; F. Modigliani, M. H. Miller, The Cost of Capital, Corporation Finance, and the Theory of Investment, “American Economic Review” 1958, vol. 48, pp. 261–297.
4 M. Harris, A. Raviv, The Theory of Capital Structure, “Journal of Finance” 1991, vol. 46, no. 1,
pp. 297–355.
5 S. C. Myers, N. S. Majluf, Corporate Financing and Investment Decisions When Firms Have Information that Investors Do Not Have, “Journal of Financial Economics” 1984, vol. 13, pp. 187–221.
6 S. C. Myers, The Capital Structure Puzzle, “Journal of Finance” 1984, vol. 39, pp. 575–592.
7 M. Baker, J. Wurgler, Market Timing and Capital Structure, “Journal of Finance” 2002, vol. 57,
no. 1, pp. 1–32.
8 A. Beatty, S. Liao, Financial Accounting in the Banking Industry: A Review of the Empirical Literature,
“Journal of Accounting and Economics” 2014, no. 58.
9 Ibidem.
10 M. C. Jensen, W. H. Meckling, Theory of the Firm: Managerial Behavior, Agency Costs and Ownership
Structure, “Journal of Financial Economics” 1976, vol. 3, pp. 305–360; M. C. Jensen, Agency Costs of Free
Cash Flow, Corporate Finance and Takeovers, “American Economic Review” 1986, vol. 76, pp. 323–329.
11 R. M. Stulz, Managerial Discretion and Optimal Financing Policies, “Journal of Financial Economics”
1990, vol. 26, pp. 3–27.
12 P. Gompers, J. Ishii, A. Metrick, Corporate Governance and Equity Prices, “Quarterly Journal of
Economics” 2003, vol. 118, pp. 107–155.
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The second support comes from the accounting research – starting with the seminar paper by Ball and Brown13 – there is a significant association between reported
figures and economic outcome14. In the particular case, there is a growing literature
finding that efficiency of disclosure is related to corporate funding. Specifically, better
reporting quality mitigates information asymmetry, which in turn reduces financing
constraints on investment15. Beatty et al.16 evidence that the likelihood to use alternative forms of financing (propensity to lease) is declining with accounting efficiency.
A similar result on the probability to rely on internal funding is found by Biddle and
Hilary17. For a cross-section of private firms Hope et al.18 evidence that companies with
greater financing needs have significantly better disclosure. As long as these studies
consider non-financial sectors, an analogy can be made to banks’ daily operations.
The recent literature is composed of separate studies of real economic impact of
particular accounting treatments. Considering “good (bad) times”, fair value can be
viewed as a “bubble (burst) maker”. Yuan and Liu19 model an economic consequence
to the whole market and propose a “fair value multiplier”, alike a macroeconomic
measure. De Jager20 suggests two feedback effects in a similar setting: balance sheet
expansion (contraction) and interbank lending and investment. These create an additional demand for (supply of) financial instruments, and pose externality through
increased (decreased) spending power within the banking system respectively.
Theorists argue that mark-to-market can also trigger contagion in capital markets
in downturn. Models by Allen and Carletti21 and Plantin et al.22 demonstrate that if
a bank sells a financial asset at a price below its value, any other bank holding the
same asset will have to recognise a loss, and reduce the book value. Importantly,

13 R. Ball, P. Brown, An Empirical Evaluation of Accounting Income Numbers, “Journal of Accounting
Research” 1968, vol. 6, no. 2, pp. 159–178.
14 S. P. Kothari, Capital Markets Research in Accounting, “Journal of Accounting and Economics”
2001, no. 31, pp. 105–231.
15 A. Beatty, S. Liao, J. Weber, Financial Reporting Quality, Private Information, Monitoring, and the
Lease-versus-Buy Decision, “The Accounting Review” 2010, vol. 85, no. 4, pp. 1215–1238.
16 Ibidem.
17 G. Biddle, G. Hilary, Accounting Quality and Firm-level Capital Investment, “The Accounting
Review” 2006, vol. 81, pp. 963–982.
18 O.‑K. Hope, W. B. Thomas, D. Vyas, Financial Reporting Quality of U. S. Private and Public Firms,
“The Accounting Review” 2013, vol. 88, no. 5, pp. 1715–1742.
19 M. Yuan, H. Liu, The Economic Consequences of Fair Value Accounting, “Accounting, Economics,
and Law” 2011, vol. 1, no. 2, Article 1.
20 P. De Jager, Fair Value Accounting, Fragile Bank Balance Sheets and Crisis: a Model, “Accounting,
Organizations and Society” 2014, vol. 39, no. 2, pp. 97–116.
21 F. Allen, E. Carletti, Mark-to-Market Accounting..., op.cit.
22 G. Plantin, H. Sapra, H. S. Shin, Marking-to-Market: Panacea or Pandora’s Box, “Journal of Accounting Research” 2008, vol. 46, no. 2, pp. 435–460.
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Milbradt23 suggests that managers engage in manipulating fair value of trading assets
by selective trades in illiquid markets. The phenomenon of fine-tuning financial
statements (e.g. earnings management)24 creates additional uncertainty. Supposedly,
Ball et al.25 are the first to provide empirical evidence for the impact of mark-tomarket accounting on information asymmetry.
Finally, research attention to the relation between reporting and funding of banks
is fairly limited26. The phenomenon is acknowledged by theoretical considerations put
forth by economists at the Bank of England27 and Financial Reporting Council28. The
common argument is centred around confidence in banks, their solvency and liquidity. Beatty and Liao29 and Bushman and Williams30 are at the forefront of empirical
studies in the area. Both papers evidence that given a negative balance sheet shock,
transparent disclosure helps to reduce banks’ financing frictions when raising capital.
Figure 1. Financing in an Economy
INVESTOR
FIRM

BANK
DEBT
BUSINESS
LENDING

INVESTOR
EQUITY

Source: own elaboration.
23 K. Milbradt, Level 3 Assets: Booking Profits, Concealing Losses, “Review of Financial Studies” 2012,
vol. 25, no. 1, pp. 55–95.
24 P. M. Healy, J. M. Wahlen, A Review of the Earnings Management Literature and Its Implications for
Standard Setting, “Accounting Horizons”, December 1999, pp. 365–383.
25 R. Ball, S. Jayaraman, L. Shivakumar, Mark-to-Market Accounting and Information Asymmetry
in Banks, “Chicago; London: Chicago Booth Research Paper no. 12–35; LBS Accounting Subject Area
Working Paper” 2012.
26 A. Beatty, S. Liao, Financial Accounting..., op.cit.
27 Bank of England, Financial Stability Report, no. 33, June 2013; R. Sowerbutts, P. Zimmerman,
I. Zer, Banks’ Disclosure and Financial Stability, “Bank of England Quarterly Bulletin” 2013, Q4.
28 Financial Reporting Council, Guidance for Directors of Banks on Solvency and Liquidity Risk
Management and the Going Concern Basis of Accounting, September 2014.
29 A. Beatty, S. Liao, Regulatory Capital Ratios, Loan Loss Provisioning and Pro-cyclicality, “Journal
of Accounting and Economics” 2011, vol. 52, pp. 1–20.
30 R. Bushman, C. Williams, Delayed Expected Loss Recognition and the Risk Profile of Banks, “Working
Paper UNC and Michigan” 2014.
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The remaining work is divided into five sections and considers the events related
to the financial crisis of 2007–08. Part 2 investigates ways in which financial reporting
of banks was inefficient. Referring to Figure 1, that part studies how banks adapt
the size and composition of financial statements. Part 3 examines problems that
inefficient reporting poses on the financial markets. In particular, how the financing
opportunities for banks (the solid arrows) are hindered. Part 4 provides economic
intuition that demonstrates linkages between the two previous sections. Part 5 draws
on the rational outcome of the information game between banks and investors. Part
6 summarises responses of national and international regulators. Part 7 concludes
findings and attempts to formulate recommendations and limitations.

1. Efficiency of Financial Reporting in the Banking Sector
The starting point should be to notice how accounting standards (the financial
reporting law) specify the purpose of financial statements. The prime objective
is to present a faithful and relevant view31 to existing and potential investors and
creditors. In this paper, a failure to meet this requirement will be referred to as inefficient financial reporting. Banks publish their statements on a regular basis, each
time disclosing a “snapshot” of their financial position at the reporting date (balance
sheet) and inter-period flows representing their performance (income statement).
The conceptual frameworks of IASB and FASB state that the financial statements
help stakeholders in making economic decisions. These decisions may be influenced
by manipulating the size or composition of statements. This part analyses three key
accounting practices that obscured banks’ reporting – namely i) repurchase transactions, ii) marking-to-market and iii) off-balance sheet accounting.

1.1. Repurchase Agreements
The accounting treatment of repurchase agreements (“repos”) is the first important example to investigate. In simple terms, a repo is a sale of a collateral asset with
a promise to repurchase it at a later date, which is effectively a short-term loan. The
US GAAP used to allow banks to recognise such repos agreements as sale rather than
31 This work does not attempt to differentiate the International Accounting Standards (IAS/IFRS)
from the US Generally Accepted Accounting Principles (US GAAP), unless specified. For the purpose of
the framework formulation, the “common sense” vocabulary is applied, irrespective of lexical differences,
such as faithful and relevant (IAS/IFRS) vs. relevant and reliable (US GAAP).
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liability32. Lehman Brothers was a notorious bank to have utilised this special accounting treatment in the days prior to reporting dates. Yet, this had not been publically
disclosed until it filed for bankruptcy. In hindsight, the bank firstly undertook the
so-called Repo 105 transactions and subsequently used the borrowed cash to settle
other liabilities. From the internal accounting perspective this had no effect, since the
assets would have to be repurchased anyway. However, for external users the practice
significantly decreased the net leverage ratio, in Q2 2008 to 15.3 (compared to 17.3
otherwise). To quantify, the net reduction of the balance sheet exceeded US$ 50 billion in that quarter33. In addition to material omissions and misrepresentation of its
financial reports, Lehman Brothers signalled to investors an “improved” profile and
a “reduced” outstanding debt. Relating back to Figure 1, the bank materially changed
the size and composition of its balance sheet.

1.2. Fair Valuation
The second issue that considerably affects financial reporting is the concept of
marking-to-market or fair valuation. The debate over this accounting treatment has
a long history – fair value was suspended in 1938, when it was considered to have
caused banks’ bankruptcies during the Great Depression and reintroduced in the
1980 s following the Savings and Loan crises34. Concurrently entities are required
to recognise items, such as loans or securities, at fair-value35. For large investment
banks and large banks36, this rule applied to a considerable part of total assets, in excess
of 36%, with another 50% of assets subject to fair-value disclosure37. A recent banking literature review by Beatty and Liao38 points that these figures have remained at
the level of approximately 20% and 60% respectively. In simple terms, if a debtor is
32 The condition was that securities required at least five percent overcollateralisation amount, i.e.
for £100 cash borrowed, the minimal collateral was £105. More precisely, fixed income securities required
a minimum 5% overcollateralisation, while equities securities required a minimum of 8% overcollateralisation. Based on: Financial Accounting Standards No. 140, Accounting for Transfers and Servicing of
Financial Assets and Extinguishments of Liabilities.
33 United States Bankruptcy Court Southern District of New York, Report of Anton R. Valukas,
Examiner, vol. 3 of 9, Section III.A.4: Repo 105, 2010.
34 A. Beatty, S. Liao, Financial Accounting..., op.cit.
35 Statement of Financial Accounting Standards No. 107, Disclosures about Fair Value of Financial
Instruments; Statement of Financial Accounting Standards No. 115, Accounting for Certain Investments
in Debt and Equity Securities; International Financial Reporting Standard 13, Fair Value Measurement.
36 Large investments banks are Goldman Sachs, Morgan Stanley, Merrill Lynch, Lehman Brothers
and Bear Stearns, while large banks are companies with total assets greater than US$ 100 billion.
37 C. Laux, C. Leuz, Did Fair-value Accounting Contribute to the Financial Crisis?, “Journal of Economic Perspectives” 2010, vol. 24, no. 1, pp. 93–118.
38 A. Beatty, S. Liao, Financial Accounting..., op.cit.
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predicted to default and the loan is impaired, a bank should disclose the potentially
collectible amount rather than the nominal amount due. Somewhat differently, entities
are obliged to value the trading assets (e.g. securities) at the current market price.
The problem that arises is that the reported figures may not reflect the real inflows
from an asset. Any changes in fair-value are accounted for in the income statements.
Hence, regardless of whether the item is sold with a loss, the bank “realises” the loss
in its statements. In particular, in a market suffering from a downward spiral of forced
liquidation, the current price drops below the value. In common with other banks,
Merrill Lynch sold US$ 30.6 billion of collaterised debt obligations for less than 25%
of the value. The resulting loss demonstrated that at the time of sale, the book value
of assets was 65% higher than the exit market price39.
In addition, the US government attempted to help banks with special exemptions
from applying the fair-value rule (the Emergency Economic Stabilization Act of 2008,
section 132). Particularly, the impairment losses would not be written down at the
present time if the asset is intended to be held to maturity. This artificially reversed
the banks’ losses, with Citigroup as the prime example. In Q1 2009, the bank reported
US$ 1.6 billion profit under the new accounting rule, while the financial result would
have been a loss of US$ 2.5 billion otherwise40. Generalising the anecdote, there is
strong empirical support by Ball et al.41 that the consequence of the application of
fair-value makes financial statements less reliable.

1.3. Off Balance Sheet Accounting
The third issue related to inefficient financial reporting of banks is the shadow
banking system, which includes Special Investment Vehicles (SIVs), hedge funds and
money market funds. Although performing transactions on behalf of the founder (s),
they are not reported on the originator’s balance sheet. Prior to the financial crisis,
investments banks mostly financed mortgages through off-balance sheet securitisations42. By October 2008, all SIVs were brought back onto the originators’ records43.
Ibidem.
Y. Onaran, Bank Profits From Accounting Rules Masking Looming Loan Losses, “Bloomberg Markets”,
5 June 2009, http://www.bloomberg.com/apps/news?pid=newsarchive&sid=alC3LxSjomZ8&refer=exclusive (29.12.2012).
41 R. Ball, S. Jayaraman, L. Shivakumar, Mark-to-Market Accounting..., op.cit.
42 M. Simkovic, Secret Liens and the Financial Crisis of 2008, “American Bankruptcy Law Journal”
2009, vol. 83, pp. 253; M. K. Brunnermeier, Deciphering the Liquidity and Credit Crunch 2007–2008,
“Journal of Economic Perspectives” 2009, vol. 23, no. 1, pp. 77–100.
43 P. Davies, A. Sakoui, G. Tett, Sigma Collapse Ends Shadow Bank Project, “The Financial Times”, 1
October 2008.
39
40
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Most importantly, entities are required to disclose any information that could
materially affect the decision of investors44. However, by keeping their SIVs offbooks, the banks’ financial statements do not account for any risks contained by the
off-balance sheet activities – in line with theses by the Financial Reporting Council45.
To quantify, Citigroup had US$ 1.1 trillion of assets kept off its books in 2008 and
US$ 0.96 trillion in 2010, being equivalent to the half of the bank’s balance sheet
size46. By comparison, these amounts would constitute to roughly 42% of the GDP of
the United Kingdom or 6% of the US GDP47. An interesting case is that even banks
themselves possessed little information about each other’s off-balance sheet involvements. For example, Barclays claimed that it had been systematically misled by Bear
Stearns about the value of the Bear Stearns fund’s assets, and filed a lawsuit against
the second bank48. Thus, the shadowed assets have remained beyond disclosure by
banks and overview by the public. The International Monetary Fund49 points out
that this issue is still particularly relevant since institutions funding their off-balance
sheet positions have large unpredictable changes in liquidity demand. Using China as
a recent case study, the report conservatively estimates the size of off-balance sheet
financing to be 20 to 40% of the Chinese GDP. Therefore, from the world’s financial
stability perspective, they express concern that US$ 2.7 to 5.4 trillion50 may be subject
to little or none disclosure requirements.

2. Was the Banking Sector Hindered?
In this part, the funding position of banks is analysed. For the purpose of the
paper, it is exogenously assumed that banks are unable to operate efficiently without
secured sources of funding51. Morris and Shin52 notice that “the financial system as
International Accounting Standards Board, Conceptual Framework for Financial Reporting.
Financial Reporting Council, Guidance for Directors..., op.cit.
46 B. Keoun, Citigroup’s $ 1.1 Trillion of Mysterious Assets Shadows Earnings, “Bloomberg”, 13 July 2008,
http://www.bloomberg.com/apps/news?pid=newsarchive&sid=a1liVM3tG3aI (27.12.2012); E. MacDonald, Pandit Speaks, “FOXBusiness”, 15 July 2010, http://www.foxbusiness.com/markets/2010/07/15/pandit-speaks/ (27.12.2012).
47 CIA World Factbook.
48 A. Clark, Barclays Sues over SubPrime Losses, “The Guardian”, 20 December 2007.
49 International Monetary Fund, Global Financial Stability – Moving from Liquidity – to GrowthDriven Markets, April 2014.
50 CIA World Factbook.
51 A traditional commercial bank, without sufficient deposits, cannot offer enough credit facilities.
Similarly, given scarce capital from investors, an investment bank cannot leverage its business operations.
52 S. Morris, H. S. Shin, Financial Regulation in a System Context, “Brooking Papers on Economic
Activity” 2008, Fall, pp. 229–261.
44
45
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a whole holds long term illiquid assets, financed by short term liabilities. When the
short term funding runs out, the financial institutions holding the long-term illiquid
assets will face a liquidity crisis. Arguably this is what happened”. They point at how
the interbank financing opportunities shrank. The analysis considers other banks
as investors, which in Figure 1 is represented by the debt financing arrow. i) The
London Interbank Offered Rate (LIBOR) and ii) repos’ haircuts are used as prime
examples of unsecured and secured lending. Moreover, the study also incorporates
the withdrawal of other market participants from the equity market (the second
arrow). Hence, iii) the KBW Bank index is examined.

2.1. LIBOR
Firstly, LIBOR53 is the benchmark cost of unsecured borrowing used by banks
to lend to each other. The analysis may be based on LIBOR’s behaviour, since it sufficiently summarises the actual funding costs of banks54. The overnight LIBOR for
the period 2005–2014 is plotted in Graph 1.
As presented, the interbank lending rate oscillated below 5% before 2007. The
2007’s peak corresponds to the break-out of the financial crisis. In the September
2008 there was a bank run-like on the money market mutual funds, followed by the
Lehman’s collapse. Within one week the withdrawal from the money markets was
US$ 144.5 billion compared to US$ 7.1 billion the week before55. The shortage of supply drove the interest rate upward, which is reflected in the second peak. The events
were followed by huge liquidity injections by central banks, the Federal Reserve and
the Bank of England, to mention a few. The capital inflow might be responsible for
the drop in the interbank rates down to 0.5% in March 2009, the level where it has
remained since then.

53 LIBOR is “the primary benchmark for short term interest rates globally and is used as the basis
for settlement of interest rate contracts on many futures and options exchanges. It is used in many loan
agreements throughout global markets, including mortgage agreements. LIBOR reflects the rates at which
contributor banks can borrow money from each other each day, in the world’s ten major currencies and
for 15 borrowing periods ranging from overnight to 12 months”. British Bankers’ Association, “What is
LIBOR”, website http://www.bbalibor.com/bbalibor-explained/faqs (4.01.2013).
54 D. Kuo, D. Skeie, J. Vickery, A Comparison of Libor to Other Measures of Bank Borrowing Costs,
mimeo; F. Heider, M. Hoerova, C. Holthausen, Liquidity Hoarding and Interbank Market Spreads. The
Role of Counterparty Risk, “European Central Bank Working Paper” 2009, no. 1126.
55 D. Gullapalli, S. Anand, Bailout of Money Funds Seems to Stanch Outflow, “The Wall Street Journal”,
20 September 2008.
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Graph 1. Overnight London Interbank Offered Rate, Based on British Pound
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Source: own elaboration based on: St Louis Fed, Federal Reserve Economic Data – FRED, Overnight London Interbank
Offered Rate (LIBOR), based on the British Pound.

Importantly, from mid-2006 to mid-2007, LIBOR increased by 1.5 percentage
points, from 4.5% to 6%. Considering the relative terms, the average cost of borrowing
in the interbank market increased by a third. For some exogenous cost a bank could
obtain a substantially lower loan. For a bank facing liquidity shortage it was more
difficult to fund positions. This led to a gradual reduction in operations, such as credit
offering, and shrinking of the balance sheet. Reversing the perspective, more liquid
banks demanded higher returns on such loans. As a result, the total amount of loans
between banks declined by as much as 68%. Quantitatively, the volume of interbank
lending in the British currency fell from £635 billion in July 2007 to approximately
£200 billion in the subsequent two years. Graph 2 presents this trend in the interbank
lending for the British banks in the period September 2006 to September 2009.
More recently, the International Monetary Fund56 draws a parallel argument
regarding the Chinese shadow banking system. The report advocates that spikes
in interbank rates in mid-2013 and early 2014 may have been directly related to the
off-balance sheet positions.
56

International Monetary Fund, Global Financial Stability..., op.cit.
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Graph 2. Volume of the UK Interbank Lending
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Source: own elaboration based on: Bank of England, Monthly amounts outstanding of UK resident banks’ sterling
loans to UK resident banks, not seasonally adjusted.

2.2. Repos’ Haircut
Similarly, there was an increase in the amount of collateral demanded in repurchase transactions. The device, used as a collateral, is a haircut, which is a percentage
discount subtracted from the market value of a security to find the purchase price57.
The typical initial margins are presented in Table 1.
Table 1. Haircuts on Repurchase Transactions for Selected Securities (in %)
Security
US treasuries

April 2007

August 2008

0.25

3

Investment-grade bonds

0–3

8–12

Speculative-grade bonds

10–15

25–40

Asset-backed CDOs, AAA

2–4

95

Asset-backed CDOs, equity

50

100

Source: Extracts from Joint FSF-CGFS Working Group, “The Role of Valuation and Leverage in Procyclicality”, Bank
for International Settlements, Basel 2009, pp. 12.
57 R. Comotto, Haircuts and Initial Margins in the Repo Market, ICMA’s European Repo Council, 8
February 2012.
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From the tabulated data, the haircuts on the (safest) US treasuries increased
twelvefold, on triple-A tranches of asset-backed CDOs almost forty-five times.
Logically, the toxic equity tranches of such CDOs could not be traded against and
became worthless. The “run on repo” is evidenced by Gorton and Metrick58, who
construct a repo-haircut index. They conclude that between 2007 and 2009, the
average repurchase transaction’s haircut changed from 0% to almost 50%. From the
borrowing bank’s perspective, a higher haircut decreases the possible amount of
a loan. Since the leverage is the reciprocal of the haircut59, an increase in the initial
margin lowers the bank’s possible leverage. The final outcome is the unobtainability
of funding. As a form of collateral, increasing haircuts reflect a greater reluctance
to lending in general and explicitly against a specific security given the perceived
potential of default. This, therefore, represents a tightening of credit conditions60.

2.3. KBW Bank Index
The last part focuses on the equity market for banks, precisely on the KBW Bank
Index (BKX). It is a capitalisation-weighted index consisting of the stocks of 24 US
banks (Bloomberg) The quotes for the period 2005–2014 are presented in Graph 3.
The graph illustrates an important trend. Up until early 2007, the cumulative
capitalisation of the indexed banks was building up, with the peak of 120 in February.
Within the next two years, the index’s value dropped by as much as 83%, to 20. Since
2009, the value has never exceeded three fifths of the record level and by November
2014 oscillates around 75.
There are two major explanations of the huge discount of the banking sector.
The first one is grounded in the current company’s book-value per common share
(BV/CS). By bringing the loss-generating SIVs back on the balance sheets, the banks
were effectively absorbing the losses. Moreover, the banks needed to unwind their
positions, by a premature sale of their assets. These resulted in massive write-downs,
cumulatively amounting to US$ 2.8 trillion by 200961. Assuming that the BV/CS ratio
determines the price, a decline in the value drives the share price down.

58 G. Gorton, A. Metrick, Securitized Banking and the Run on Repo, “Journal of Financial Economics”
2012, vol. 103, no. 3, pp. 425–451.
59 A 5% initial margin means that to hold £100 security, the bank can get £95 through a repo and
has to hold £5 in equity. The asset to equity leverage is thus 100 : 5 = 20 or 1/ 0.05 .
60 Z. He, I. G. Khang, A. Krishnamurthy, Balance Sheet Adjustments in the 2008 Crisis, “IMF Economic
Review” 2010, vol. 58, pp. 118–156; G. Gorton, A. Metrick, Securitized Banking..., op.cit.
61 International Monetary Fund, Global Financial Stability Report: Responding to the Financial Crisis
and Measuring Systemic Risks, April 2009.
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Graph 3. KBW Bank Index (BKX)
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Source: Yahoo Finance, “KBW Bank Index”, http://finance.yahoo.com/q?s=^BKX (8.11.2014).

However, the drop in share prices could represent the unwinding of equity
investments in banks. The long-term profitability of the industry, expressed by
return ratios (e.g. ROA or ROE)62, was also significantly impaired. Regardless of the
degree of market efficiency, the excess supply could have also contributed to the fall
in prices. Bank of England63 notices that low valuation constrains the ability of (UK)
banks to issue equity, which with reference to Figure 1 can be viewed as a restricted
access to one of ways of funding.

3. Economic theory
This part is the essence of the paper, since it elaborates on which qualitative
factors have to be accounted for in the future. Four reasons are considered in the
order presented in Figure 2.

62 Return on Assets (ROA) and Return on Equity (ROE) state the profit per respective items of the
balance sheet. For an increase in assets without associated growth of revenues, both ratios decline.
63 Bank of England, Financial Stability..., op.cit.
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Figure 2. Economics of Financial Reporting in Banking
1. MORAL HAZARD (INFORMATION ASYMMETRY)
4. PRISONER’S DILEMMA
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I
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BANKS
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WITHDRAWING FUNDING
2. ADVERSE SELECTION (INFORMATION ASYMMETRY)
3. PRECAUTIONARY HOARDING
Source: own elaboration.

3.1. Moral Hazard
The first point of interest is why banks misstated their financial statements. The
reason arises from the broad issue of the asymmetry of information. Unlike investors,
banks had a better overview of their investment strategies and true financial stance.
In the case of Lehman Brothers, through Repo 105, the management misleadingly
reduced the leverage ratio. By keeping SIVs off-balance sheet, banks generated excessive
returns on an artificially lower than the real asset-base. Delivering higher financial ratios
and being more profitable, improved the stance of banks to be invested in. However,
risks associated with holding these ventures still have not been published. Investors
possessed little skills or tools to verify the financial statements. Banks, without any
cost or reputational constraints, benefitted from hiding the true source of income
and the level of risk exposed to. Taking advantage of the information asymmetry
creates moral hazard type of incentives. Until 2007 it was easy to get financing from
the market64. However banks, by further sale of structured products and existence
of SIVs, continued to exploit their informational power. Not until events such as the
Lehman Brothers’ collapse and bringing loss-making instruments back on balance
sheets by virtually all banks, was the informational imbalance apparent to all investors.

64

M. K. Brunnermeier, Deciphering the Liquidity..., op.cit.
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3.2. Adverse Selection
The withholding of funding by investors is rooted in Akerlof ’s “market for lemons”,
that is the uncertainty about the quality of banks. By disclosing the former off-balance
sheet activities, the banking sector generated uncertainty about how many other
items still remained undisclosed. Off-balance sheet exposures have exacerbated fears
about banks’ solvency and viability65. Although in hindsight, only Lehman Brothers
used Repo 105, a regular investor could not differentiate the “quality” banks from
the “bad” ones. There is a direct linkage between parts 2.1. and 3.2. – individual
repo-seeking institutions faced market-level haircut rates. Both solvent and insolvent
banks experienced a cut in the source of financing. Interestingly, Stiglitz and Weiss66
propose that some entities may become “red-lined” from the market at any interest
rate. The fact that solvent banks would have been funded otherwise, demonstrates
one of the adverse selection outcomes. The second result happened through the interbank market. From the participation constraints’ perspective, the question is which
investments are still beneficial to undertake at higher interest rates (e.g. LIBOR).
Since, the expected return on a loan is a decreasing function of the riskiness of the
loan67, only more risky and worse quality assets could be financed, as only these could
generate a higher revenue. As good projects were left unfinanced, the adverse selection
problem arose again. Investors indeed claimed that the accountancy scandals had
been the major factor in their withdrawal from the stock market68.

3.3. Precautionary Hoarding
The shrinking in the financing facilities is additionally subject to precautionary
holding of scarce resources in excess of the normal needs, known as hoarding69. In
the case of banks, the aggregate funding became limited. Subsequently, they started
to hoard liquidity by demanding higher returns on interbank loans and higher haircuts on repos70. In “normal” times, banks would prefer to lend out excess cash in the
65 R. Sowerbutts, P. Zimmerman, I. Zer, Banks’ Disclosure..., op.cit.; Financial Reporting Council,
Guidance for Directors..., op.cit.
66 J. Stiglitz, A. Weiss, Credit Rationing in Markets with Imperfect Information, “The American Economic Review” 1981, vol. 71, no. 3, pp. 393–410.
67 Ibidem.
68 G. A. Akerlof, R. J. Shiller, Animal Spirits: How Human Psychology Drives the Economy, and Why
It Matters for Global Capitalism, Princeton University Press, Princeton 2009.
69 V. Acharya, Q. Merrouche, Precautionary Hoarding of Liquidity and Inter-Bank Markets: Evidence
from the Sub-Prime Crisis, “NYU Working Paper”, no. FIN-09–018, 1 August 2010.
70 European Central Bank, Changes in Bank Financing Patterns, April 2012; International Monetary
Fund, Global Financial Stability..., op.cit.
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interbank market, since it yields a higher return compared to the central bank’s deposit
facilities. However, banks tended to keep excess reserve, as evidenced by a multi-fold
increase in deposits with the European Central Bank71. Kharroubi and Vidon72 propose a model assuming that the tendency of excess reserve keeping results from the
asymmetry of information. Arguably banks, as expressed earlier, were motivated by
higher costs of alternatives, including the direct cost of using the standing facility,
losses on liquidation of assets or raising capital in illiquid wholesale markets73. The
qualitative factors could have included a change in a bank’s risk attitude or a perceived
increase in counterparty risk. Clearly, the perception of the actual financial standing
of the counterparty was obscured by inefficient financial reporting. Hence, banks
attempted to mitigate the excessive exposure to risk. To demonstrate, by reducing
its lending Bank B achieves its micro-prudential objectives. However, from Bank
A’s perspective the reduction of lending by Bank B is a withdrawal of funding and
unless Bank A can find alternative sources of funds, it will need to either sell assets
or stop lending itself74. Evidently, the inefficient financial reporting environment
contributed to the markets’ illiquidity.

3.4. Prisoner’s Dilemma – Model
Building on the above discussion, during the sale of assets, banks were faced with
the prisoner’s dilemma. To illustrate let us consider two banks, player 1 and player
2, each with an endowment of one type of securities, be it a CDO tranche or a speculative-grade bond. By principle, homogenous assets should have the same value.
Let V represent the fair-value of an asset, as per balance sheet recognition. In period 1
players decide whether to sell the asset immediately or hold it until period 2 (that is
until maturity or a later sale), hence their strategies are “sell” or “keep” respectively.
The working assumptions are that the market for the security is in equilibrium and
demand is modelled by an exogenous downward sloping linear function. If both
keep their assets, the value would not change. In order to induce sufficient demand
to sell the asset, one has to reduce the price by a small proportion, down to 0 < δ < 1 .
By selling the security, the agent gets the discounted value of the asset, δV, and some
liquidity premium,  . The latter one can be viewed as a non-monetary payoff. Explicitly, the access to own funding (holding a more liquid asset such as cash) provides
F. Heider, M. Hoerova, C. Holthausen, Liquidity Hoarding..., op.cit.
E. Kharroubi, E. Vidon, Liquidity, Moral Hazard and Interbank Market Collapse, “International
Journal of Central Banking”, December 2009, pp. 51–86.
73 European Central Bank, Changes..., op.cit.
74 S. Morris, H. S. Shin, Financial Regulation..., op.cit.
71
72
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the bank with an indirect benefit, such as greater flexibility and independence, which
is superior to relying on outside financing. In accounting terms, the revised market
price or fair-value of the security is equal to the price at which the player sold his
asset. For the second player, this results in a decrease in the value of his asset to δV.
The loss has to be immediately recognised in his financial statements. Should both
attempt to sell, by assumption about the demand function, they have to (at least)
double discount the price, to δ 2V, before sufficient demand for both assets exists.
Since, the premium for liquidity players can enjoy is proportionally smaller, both
receive δ 2V + δ  . The payoffs of players 1 and 2 are symmetric and can be represented
as a 2x2 game, as in Figure 3.
Figure 3. Sale of Assets – Prisoner’s Dilemma
player 2
keep

sell

δV

V

player 1

δV + 

V

keep

δV

sell

δV + 

δ 2V + δ 
δ 2V + δ 

Source: own elaboration.

In times when financing is secured, banks do not seek additional liquidity. Precisely, this occurs for V > δV + ℓ ⇔ ℓ < (1− δ )V . In other words, the liquidity premium
has an upper boundary as a function of discount factor and the asset’s value. Since
this condition implies also δV > δ (δV + ) = δ 2V + δ  , there exists a pure-strategy
Nash equilibrium (keep, keep). However, in case of liquidity shortage  significantly
increases above the threshold level, that is  > (1 − δ )V . Then the dominant strategy
for both players becomes “sale”, the pure strategy Nash equilibrium is (sell, sell).
Importantly, the outcomes of the two equilibria should be considered from the social
planner’s perspective. Due to intangible and difficult-to-price nature of the liquidity
premium, it is reasonable to assume that other market participants cannot observe
the bank’s private benefit. In that sense, the liquidity premium may not be taken
into account. Hereafter, the second Nash equilibrium is socially suboptimal, since it
yields a lower surplus, δ 2V < V . Thus, the application of rationale self interest in the
marketplace leads to an inferior and socially irrational outcome75. Both this result
75

J. Cassidy, How Markets Fail: the Logic of Economic Calamities, Picador, 2010.
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and marking-to-market make the two players realise losses, which would trigger
a downward spiral of prices.
Importantly, by discounting, banks signalled to investors that the balance sheets
were overvalued, which in turn further propagated the feedback loop. The loop can
be suspended when a government or central bank intervenes or a major investor
steps up. Notably, Warren Buffett’s US$ 5 billion cash investment in Goldman Sachs’
stocks and warrants could be viewed as such an intervention76.
The game summarises that the fair value principle itself does not generate any
cashflows. However, fair valuation transmits changes in market prices one-to-one
to books that induces economic outcome – capital erosion and fire sale of assets. This
captures the point that accounting rules drives economic outcome, but not necessarily
reflect economic reality.

4. Information Game Rationale
In the proposed setting, investors as the recipients of financial information respond
to actions taken by decision-makers. The extent to which their response is rational or
subject to behavioural biases is yet to be researched. Hence, the following discussion
reflects the focus of the paper on banks, i.e. suppliers of financial reporting.
Drawing on the moral hazard discussion, obscure financial reporting as an outcome could be rational. One of the executives’ motives was an individual concern
about managing profitable businesses. This was driven not only by the beauty contest
against competitors, but also personal satisfaction and esteem. The second motivation came from the performance-related component of the executive compensation.
Managers earned a fixed wage and a bonus-related pay. To illustrate, Deutsche Bank
board’s total salary in 2007 exceeded € 33 million, out of which performance-related
components amounted to 87%77. Presumably, compensation-maximising management teams would engage in creating an accounting profit78. This argument can be
extended in the view of then-recent Lehman Brothers collapse. Possibly, executives
were even concerned about receiving their base wage, as well as job security79.
L. Wilson, The Goldman Sachs Warrants, “Review of Business” 2009, vol. 30, no. 1.
Deutsche Bank, Annual Report 2008, 2009 https://annualreport.deutsche-bank.com/2008/ar/managementreport/compensationreport/managementboard.html (29.09.2014).
78 P. M. Healy, The Effects of Bonus Schemes on Accounting Decisions, “Journal of Accounting and
Economics” 1985, pp. 85–107.
79 M. S. Weisbach, Outside Directors and CEO Turnover, “Journal of Financial Economics” 1988,
vol. 20, pp. 431–460.
76
77
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On the other hand, the management could also act in the interest of a wider group,
such as business’ stakeholders. Then, by Fisher separation theorem, the primary
aim is to maximise the value of a company regardless of individual preferences80.
Naturally, executives possess the best information about the company’s value and
profitability prospects. Whenever, as a consequence of temporary conditions, a firm
deviates from its long-run earnings level, the management may wish to smooth out
the “noise”. The purpose, for the benefit of stakeholders, would be to make a clearer
view of future business potential and serve as a better pricing basis81. Such an event
could be share prices shrinking as the KBW Bank Index in Graph 3 illustrates. Besides
earnings smoothing, the bank’s board could be concerned that reporting a loss would
hinder the bank’s creditworthiness82. Equivalently, given the transition mechanism
in the 2x2 game, the management could wish to secure liquidity, attempt to reduce
the probability of bankruptcy83 or even avoid spreading contagion in the banking
sector84. Regardless of the extent to which the management could foresee the future,
inefficient information policy proves to be rational.

5. Regulatory Responses
Responding to the financial crisis, the regulators have put forth a spectrum of
improvements. This section summarises recent developments – the Third Basel Accord,
international financial reporting changes and organisational changes introduced.

5.1. Basel III
Arguably, the most impactful change has been Basel III, which aims to raise the
quality of the capital base and increase capital requirements to enhance risk coverage.
Compared to its predecessor, Tier 1 capital is broken into Common Equity Tier 1 and
Additional Tier 1. Banks are required to hold the total Tier 1 capital ratio in excess of
6% of risk-weighted assets (RWA), with no less than 4.5% of RWA of the Common
P. Milgrom, J. Roberts, Economics, Organization and Management. 1st ed., Prentice Hall, 1992.
H. D. Sherman, S. D. Young, H. Collingwood, Profits You Can Trust. Spotting & Surviving Accounting
Landmines, 1st ed., Financial Times Prentice Hall, New Jersey 2003.
82 M. Pinnuck, C. Shekhar, The Proﬁt Versus Loss Heuristic and Firm Financing Decisions, “Accounting,
Organizations and Society” 2013, vol. 38, pp. 420–439.
83 A. Amel-Zadeh, G. Meeks, Bank Failure, Mark-to-market and the Financial Crisis, “ABACUS”
2013, vol. 49, no. 3, pp. 308–339.
84 D. Diamond, R. Rajan, Liquidity Shortages and Banking Crises, “Journal of Finance” 2005, vol. 60,
no. 2, pp. 615–647.
80
81
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Equity. Moreover, there is an additional capital conservation buffer set at the level of
2.5% of RWA with a supplementary countercyclical capital buffer in the range 0–2.5%
of RWA. Importantly for this paper, banks are required to provide additional leverage
ratio, which accounts for both on- and off-balance sheet exposures and is in excess
of 3%. Finally, a new minimum liquidity standard is introduced. The funding ability
should to be measured with two ratios: liquidity coverage ratio and net stable funding
ratio over thirty day and one year horizons respectively85.

5.2. Financial Reporting
The financial reporting authorities propose new regulations in response to insufficient disclosure. The three relevant issues on Financial Instruments86, Fair Value
Measurement87 and just released Exposure Draft on Measuring Quoted Investments
in Subsidiaries, Joint Ventures and Associates at Fair Value. Given the effective dates
for the two published standards are in 2016 and 2019, the impact and extent of
changes is yet to be established. In the UK for instance, the Financial Stability Board
presented their Enhanced Disclosure Task Force Report in 2012. The recommendations include quantitative indices, proposals in various areas, e.g. disclosure of risk
management procedures88. Moreover, an additional agency of the Bank of England
is created – Prudential Regulation Authority. Its general objectives are to ensure that
the banking business is carried out in a ways that avoids any adverse effect on the UK
financial system stability and minimise any potential adverse effects89. In principle
the agency works towards more granular and frequent regulatory reporting of the
banking sector90. In summary, Sowerbutts et al.91 find that has been an improvement
in assets valuations across 50 major banks considered. However, they express the
need for further enhancement of disclosure policies.

5.3. Organisational Changes
There have been two key alterations to governance requirements. Following an
independent review of corporate governance in the banking industry, the Walker
85 Bank for International Settlements, Basel III: A Global Regulatory Framework for More Resilient
Banks and Banking Systems, June 2011.
86 International Financial Reporting Standard 9 Financial Instruments (replacement of IAS 39).
87 International Financial Reporting Standard 13, Fair Value Measurement.
88 R. Sowerbutts, P. Zimmerman, I. Zer, Banks’ Disclosure..., op.cit.
89 Financial Services Act 2012 (UK).
90 Financial Reporting Council, Guidance for Directors..., op.cit.
91 R. Sowerbutts, P. Zimmerman, I. Zer, Banks’ Disclosure..., op.cit.
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report was issued. The major recommendation is that financial services companies
should have a separate Risk Committee92. Such committees should report directly
to the Board the bank’s risk appetite and tolerance, as well as risk management framework. What is more, following the Financial Services (Banking Reform) Act 2013,
the Independent Commission on Banking is due to be formed by 2019. The essential
change is to ring-fence investment banking activities from the retail banking, such
that the ring-fenced bank has sufficient capital capacity to absorb losses93.

6. What is the Lesson?
Concluding, LIBOR and haircut rates, as well as the KBW index provide an
insight on how the financing of banks was cut. Importantly, banks’ lack of transparency in reporting has led to their problems in securing funding (the right side of
balance sheet). At the same time, these issues impaired the operating functions of
banks (the assets side). The important matter is the motivation of entities. In particular, had not banks been encouraged to fire-sell their assets, the downward spiral
of prices would not have been triggered and the destabilising rapid discount of the
whole industry was avoidable. However, the quantitative extent to which financial
reporting damaged banking sector operations is yet to be researched.
As the paper finds banking operations are subject to moral hazard and adverse
selection. The asymmetry of information can lead to credit rationing for banks. An
improved reporting would allow market participants to have a better overview of the
actual standing of banks. Scapens94 demonstrates that the (expected) value of the imperfect information is high. For potential investors some information could be beneficial
compared to no information: EV ( perfect info) > EV (imperfect info) > EV (no info) .
In other words, there is some scope for improvement in financial reporting, since
better quality and transparency should close the informational gap. Arguably, better
disclosure can be viewed as a Pareto improvement, since it could make liquidity
crises in the banking sector less severe. The key takeaways consider the off-balance
sheet accounting and fair valuation. In both cases, more comprehensive notes to the
statements should provide better understanding of the actual financial standing of
a bank. Instead of pricing based on a non-existent illiquid market, a dual presentation of fair-value and historical-cost can provide a meaningful estimate of the future
92
93
94

Financial Reporting Council, Guidance for Directors..., op.cit.
Ibidem.
R. Scapens, Management Accounting: A Review of Recent Developments, MacMillan, London 1991.
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cash-flows. Disputably, principle-based accounting could enable financial reporting
to keep up with and make partakers aware of inventions in financial markets.
Conspicuously, banks could be blamed for supplying incomplete financial statements. These actions have led to their problems in securing financing. Ineffective
financial reporting of banks resulted in the impairment of the long-term competitiveness of the banking sector. The inefficiency displays the government failure, which
in turn harmed the banks’ reputation. Nonetheless, such cessation of funding could
be viewed as a discipline device for the management of banks. Unless a bank provides
credible and full information, the financing will be cut. In that sense, the withdrawal
of financing during the financial crisis of 2007–08 was efficient and rational.
However, there is an upper boundary on the extent of quality of financial reporting. The perfect transparency of banks cannot be achieved for the same reasons that
hinder the perfect efficiency of the market. In the extreme case, governments could
eliminate all risks by closing down the banks, as in North Korea. Nonetheless, such
a solution would imply forgoing benefits of the banking sector.
Finally, the issue could be approached differently, from the behavioural finance
perspective. To what extent can efficient financial reporting mitigate the impact of
confidence or Keynes’ animal spirits? “Even apart from the instability due to speculation, there is the instability due to the characteristic of human nature that a large
proportion of our positive activities depend on spontaneous optimism rather than
mathematical expectations, whether moral or hedonistic or economic. Most of our
decisions to do something positive – a spontaneous urge to action, and not as the
outcome of a weighted average of quantitative benefits multiplied by quantitative
probabilities”95. This leaves further room for future research.
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specific marketing and advertising expense in this period led to a better understanding of
the situation. In the case of two developing countries, Hungary’s and Romania’s banking
sector are presented with a focus on the exotic product such as the foreign currency loan.
The results emphasized the key factors of successful and less successful country cases.
Keywords: economic recession, CSR, disclosure, advertising, bank marketing, foreign
currency loans

Introduction
The business cycles and recessions are normal events in capitalist societies. Both
economists and politicians look for explanations at the macro and at the micro level
for them. Depending on the answers the economic policy could suggest increasing4
or decreasing5 marketing budgets in general and advertising costs especially. The
advertising expenditures by companies compared to the GDP went down both
in Hungary and Romania after the 2008 economic crisis (Figure 1).
Figure 1. Advertising Expenditures As a Percentage of Gross Domestic Product
at Market Price in Hungary and Romania
0.80%
0.60%
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ADSPEND/GDP Hungary at market price %
ADSPEND/GDP Romani at market price %
Source: own construction based on data from Eurostat, Kantar Media and MediaFact.
4 J. A. Pearce II, S. C. Michael, Marketing Strategies that Make Entrepreneurial Firms Recession-Resistant, “Journal of Business Venturing” 1997, pp. 301–314.
5 G. J. Tellis, K. Tellis, A Critical Review and Synthesis of Research on Advertising, 2009, April 16,
USC Research Computing Facility, http://www-bcf.usc.edu/~tellis/AdReview.pdf (3.01.2014).
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The ranking of sectorial advertising expenditures changed in different countries. In
Hungary the financial sector fell from second place to sixth place between 2009–2012,
while in Romania the financial sector climbed from seventh to fifth place (Table 1).
Table 1. Financial Sector Ranking in Top Advertising Investor Sectors
2009

2010

2011

2012

Hungary

2 place

4 place

4 place

6 place

Romania

7th place

8th place

5th place

5th place

nd

th

th

th

Source: own construction based on data from Kantar Media and MediaFact.

The economic crisis of 2008 still has overheated debates in emerging, transition
economies, especially in Hungary, regarding its roots and causes. Hundreds of thousands of citizens are suffering from the foreign currency-based mortgage loans because
of exchange rate fluctuations. The standard theorems of capitalism, the legal systems
of market economies are challenged when the responsibilities of financial institutions
are on the agenda. The European Bank of Reconstruction and Development (EBRD)
and the World Bank Life in Transition Survey (LiTS) conducted in 2006 and in 2010
show that a far larger proportion of households in emerging countries were hit hard
by the crisis, unlike their counterparts in Western Europe6.
The standard concept of corporate social responsibility (CSR) and the use of
advertising in the financial sector should be reformulated, based on the above mentioned events. Relying on theories developed by Report7 and Friedman8 our research
aims to shed light on this situation and to broadens the CSR concept with the long
running efficiency and effectiveness of the banking sector. Behind the provocative
titles (“CSR – a religion with too many priests?” or “The social responsibility of business is to increase its profits”) there are many arguments which are worth rethinking.

1. Advertising Strategies During Recession Periods
Advertising strategy during the recession periods has been the subject of academic
debate since 19299. The availability of reliable data regarding companies intensified
6 T. Report, Crisis and Transition The People’s Perspective, European Bank for Reconstruction and
Development, 2011.
7 M. Porter, CSR – a Religion with Too Many Priests?, “European Business Forum”, autumn 2003,
no. 15, pp. 41–42.
8 M. Friedman, The Social Responsibility of Business is to Increase its Profits, “New York Times
Magazine”, 1970, September 13.
9 R. S. Vaile, The Use of Advertising During the Depresion, Harvard Business Review, 1929, pp. 323–330.
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the research in this field in ‘70 s in the USA and it is still actual today10. Several studies demonstrate that advertising responds more strongly to economic decline than
the overall economy in general11. Usually in a recession period, companies cut their
advertising expenditures about half a year later than the recession began12.
However, several studies from the USA argue to maintain or to increase advertising
expenditures during the recession period. They base their arguments on the increased
advertising efficiency in the recession period in comparison with a non-recession stage
because of less media noise. The results can be measured in the increased sales and
profits both in the short and long term13. Since those results are based on companies
from the USA, recommended advertising strategies during the recession should be
carefully applied in developing countries like Hungary and Romania.
The proper advertising strategy during the recession depends on the company’s
market type (B2B or B2C) and also on the company’s product types (goods or services).
In both cases of B2B (goods and services) advertising spending decreases both profits
and stock returns. B2B market spending on R&D is recommended during the crisis. In
both cases of B2C (goods and services) advertising spending increases profits. The stock
returns increased only in the case of services while in the case of goods decreased14.
The right advertising strategy in the recession depends on the advertising elasticity before and during the recession15. For example, in the case of consumer package
products the price elasticity is the same before and during the recession16.
10 T. Kamber, The Brand Manager’s Dilemma: Understanding How Advertising Expenditures Affect
Sales Growth During a Recession, “Brand Management” 2002, vol. 10, no. 2, pp. 106–120.
11 R. R. Picard, Effects of Recessions on Advertising Expenditures: An Exploratory Study of Economic
Downturns in Nine Developed Nations, “The Journal of Media Economics” 2001, vol. 14, no. 1, pp. 1–14;
R. van der Wurff, P. Bakker, R. R. Picard, Economic Growth and Advertising Expenditures in Different
Media in Different Countries, “Journal of Media Economics” 2008, vol. 21, pp. 28–52; B. Deleersnyder,
M. G. Dekimpe, J.‑B. E. Steenkamp, P. S. Leeflang, Luiss Univerita Guido Carli, 2008, http://www.luiss.
edu/dptea/files/leeflang.pdf (17.01.2014); C. Macleod, Global Economy and Adspends Prospects, “International Journal of Advertising” 2008, pp. 403–405.
12 T. Kamber, The Brand Manager’s…, op.cit.
13 Ibidem; R. Srinivasan, A. Rangaswamy, G. L. Lilien, Turning Adversity Into Advantage: Does Proactive Marketing During a Recession Pay Off?, “International Journal of Research in Marketing” 2005,
pp. 109–125; R. Srinivasan, G. L. Lilien, S. Sridhar, Should Firms Spend More on Research and Development
and Advertising During Recessions?, “Journal of Marketing” 2011, vol. 75, pp. 49–65; G. L. Lilien, R. Srinivasan, Marketing Spending Strategy in Recessions, “Australasian Marketing Journal” 2010, pp. 181–182;
R. C. Graham, K. D. Frankenberger, The Earnings Effects of Marketing Communication Expenditures During
Recessions, “Journal of Advertising” 2011, pp. 5–24.
14 G. L. Lilien, R. Srinivasan, Marketing Spending Strategy…, op.cit.; R. C. Graham, K. D. Frankenberger,
The Earnings Effects…, op.cit.
15 G. J. Tellis, K. Tellis, A Critical Review…, op.cit.
16 M. J. Gijsenberg, H. J. van Heerde, M. G. Dekimpe, J.‑B. E. Steenkamp, Advertising and Price
Effectiveness Over the Business Cycle, 2009, June 11, Social Science Research Network, http://papers.ssrn.
com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=1531150 (1.01.2014).
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If the company decides to increase advertising expenditure during the recession,
the optimal level of the advertising budget is also an important issue. For example,
92% of B2C services overspend for advertising17.
In order to survive during the recession, companies also change the communication media. Usually electronic media are more preferred instead of printed media18.
After the recent financial crisis, financial institution’s advertising gains more
attention in the academic field. In the USA, the number of financial ads declined by
32.2% in 2008 in comparison with 2005. A content analysis shows also significant
changes in financial institutions’ ads messages19.

2. Social Responsibility in Advertising
Social responsibility means doing what society views as best for the welfare of
people in general or for a specific community of people. More and more companies
are engaged in CSR activities. The efficiency of this programme is enhancing if consumers perceive a fit between the sponsoring firm and its CSR20. The social responsibility issues in advertising arise when advertising violates two of the principles of
the Free-Market Economics: complete information and the absence of externalities.
In other words advertising is socially irresponsible when it offers less than complete
information and when it creates unwanted externalities21.
In developed countries consumers expect companies to be socially responsible.
Socially responsible companies should take into consideration all their stakeholders’
interests (firms, consumers, regulatory bodies, intermediaries etc.) and their interests should be incorporated in advertising too. From the consumer’s point of view
this means that socially responsible advertising should present all the information
regarding the product, and even the related risks22.

R. Srinivasan, G. L. Lilien, S. Sridhar, Should Firms Spend…, op.cit.
R. van der Wurff, P. Bakker, R. R. Picard, Economic Growth…, op.cit.
19 T. D. Lee, W. Chung, R. E. Taylor, A Strategic Response to the Financial Crisis: An Empirical Analysis
of Financial Services Advertising Before and During the Financial Crisis, “Journal of Services Marketing”
2011, vol. 25, no. 3, pp. 150–164; H. Ahn, Y.‑A. Song, Y. Sung, When the Going Gets Tough, Ads Become
Straightforward But Multi-appealed: The Influence of the Recession on Financial Services Advertising Appeals,
“Journal of Financial Services Marketing” 2011, vol. 16, pp. 230–243.
20 Y. S. Sohn, J. K. Han, S. H. Lee, Communication Strategies for Enhancing Perceived Fit in the CSR
Sponsorship Context, “International Journal of Advertising” 2012, vol. 31, no. 1, pp. 133–146.
21 W. F. Arens, Contemporary Advertising – Ninth Edition, McGraw-Hill, New York 2004.
22 M. J. Polonsky, M. R. Hyman, A Multiple Stakeholder Perspective on Responsibility in Advertising,
“Journal of Advertising” 2007, vol. 36, no. 2, pp. 5–13.
17
18
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Information related to product consumption safety and potential risks are called
disclosure in literature23. Companies used to avoid disclosures in advertising in order
not to frighten away potential consumers. However, in some cases (cigarettes, medicines, products for children and even financial services) companies are forced by
law to present this information in advertising they used to miss it out or they used
to use different communication channels (ex. separate poster with small letters).

Social Responsibility Issues in the Ads of Financial Institutes
Advertising disclosure regarding alcohol, cigarettes, medicine, products for kids
was widely studied by researchers24. The topics of advertising disclosures in financial
services started to be discussed in the academic field in the ‘90’s. Unfair practices
of computing intra-year rates, interest rates, the advertising practices and the cost
of credits were revealed25. Credit card advertising disclosure was studied in the case
of students in 2007 and 2008 in the USA. The results showed that visually displayed
disclosure in advertising enhances students trust in credit institutions. Moreover,
disclosures have a positive impact on CSR activity too. In turn, CSR activity reinforces
the corporate image too26.
The way in which the disclosures are presented in ads influences the consumer’s
comprehension. Researchers recommend the following guidelines in presenting information for financial services: the most important information should be provided at
the beginning of the disclosure; the information should be as brief as possible; larger
fonts and standardized formats should be used; white space, titles and headings are
also recommended27.
The role of social responsibility in advertising during the recession period is
not explored enough in the literature. This study aims to fill this gap by taking into
consideration the fact that social responsibility issues in ads are enhanced by the
effects of the economic crisis.
23 I. M. Torres, J. J. Sierra, R. S. Heiser, The Effects of Warning-label Placement in Prind Ads, “Journal
of Advertising” 2007, vol. 36, no. 2, pp. 49–62.
24 J. J. Argo, K. J. Main, Meta-Analyses of the Effectiveness of Warning, “Journal of Public Policy & Marketing” 2004, vol. 23, no. 2, pp. 193–208.
25 S. Bhandari, Some Ethical Isues in Computation and Disclosure of Interest Rate and Cost of Credit,
“Journal of Business Ethics” 1997, vol. 16, no. 5, pp. 531–535.
26 A. Wang, Advertising Disclosures and CSR Practices of Credit Card Issuers, “Management Research
News” 2009, vol. 32, no. 12, pp. 1177–1191; A. Wang, The Visual Priming Effect of Credit Card Advertising
Disclosure, “International Journal of Disclosure and Governance” 2012, vol. 9, no. 4, pp. 348–363.
27 P. F. Bone, Toward a General Model of Consumer Empowerment and Welfare in Financial Markets with an Aplication to Mortgage Servicers, “The Journal of Consumer Affairs” 2008, vol. 42, no. 2,
pp. 165–188.
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3. The Goal of the Research and Methodology
The main goal of this research is to reveal social responsibility issues in the case
of foreign currency loans in CEE countries, a special case is that of Swiss franc loans.
The research topic is very timely because as a result of the crisis the Swiss franc
exchange rate grew significantly and a wide range of the population could not pay
their monthly installments in CEE countries. This study is guided by the following
research question: how were the Swiss franc foreign currency loans introduced in the
Hungarian and the Romanian market?
The results are based on secondary data. Articles published in the media between
2004 and 2013 were analyzed. The Hungarian internet portal Index28 and the Romanian economic magazine Ziarul Financiar29 were the data sources.

4. Foreign Currency Loans in the CEE
4.1. Foreign Currency Loans in the CEE
– the Case of the Swiss Franc Loans
The market opportunity for foreign currency loans (euro, Swiss franc, Japanese yen
etc.) in the CEE was created by the liberalization of foreign exchange in the middle
of the 90`s. The euro based loan was the first in the CEE market at the beginning of
the 2000’s. It was followed by the Swiss franc and Japanese yen loans. These products
were considered “exotic” for the CEE countries. The foreign currency consumer
credit appears to play an important role only in the CEE countries. The euro area
was not affected by this phenomenon. In 2011 in Hungary almost 70% of loans were
in foreign currency while in Romania this rate was around 60% (Figure 2).

28
29

Index, 2004, June 24, http://index.hu/gazdasag/magyar/devlak040624/ (17.12.2013).
www.zf.ro
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Figure 2. Distribution of Outstanding Consumer Loans by Currency in 2011 (in %)
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Source: LE. Ipsos, Study on the Functioning of the Consumer Credit Market in Europe, European Commission, 2013.

The Swiss franc based loan was offered first by Austrian banks to Austrian citizens who were working in Switzerland. In this form the Swiss franc based loans had
no currency risk because the target market received their salary in Swiss francs. The
Austrian banks in Hungary also introduced the Swiss franc based loans in Hungary
in 2004. This new “exotic” bank product spread rapidly in other CEE countries (Poland,
Croatia, Romania, Lithuania and Estonia) because of the low interest rate (Table 2).
Most of these loans were made up of medium-and long-term housing loans. Contrary
to the original Austrian example, in CEE countries the Swiss franc loans had a currency risk because the costumers receive their salaries in different currencies. The
success of the Swiss franc currency loan lasted until the economic crisis in 2008 and
2009 when the Swiss franc exchange rate grew significantly (more than 50% between
2005 and 2013) (Table 3). As a consequence, a wide range of the population could
not pay their monthly installments. This situation implies the responsibility of many
stakeholders including banks, regulatory bodies and customers. The undisclosed
information regarding currency exchange rate risk should be analyzed in detail.
The magnitude of the social problem is different from country to country depending
on the Swiss loans market share in that country (Table 2). Two groups of countries
can be identified regarding the social problems resulting from the Swiss franc loan’s
high penetration rate. One group of countries with serious social problems, including
Poland and Hungary, and the other group of countries with small social problems
including Croatia, Romania, Lithuania and Estonia. What is the main difference
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between these countries situations? Could social responsibilities in advertising
practices explain a part of this difference? In the following the case of the Swiss franc
loan’s advertising practices in Hungary and Romania is presented shortly.
Table 2. CEE Countries Foreign Currency Loans Situation in 2010 (in %)
Euro zone

Austria

Hungary

Poland

Croatia

Romania

Lithuania

Estonia

Foreign currency
loans/whole loans

8.8

20.0

66.3

30.9

73.1

65.4

73.2

88.5

Swiss franc loans
frank/whole loans

1.3

13.6

34.3

20.0

13.0

4.9

0.4

0.1

Source: Apostoiu, 2011.

Table 3. Swiss Franc Currency Exchange Rate Between 2004 and 2010
2004
1 CHF=RON

2005
(Dec.)

2006
(Dec.)

2007
(Dec.)

2008
(Dec.)

2009
(Dec.)

2010
(Dec.)

2011
(Dec.)

2012
(Dec.)

2013
(Dec.)

2.3645

2.1044

2.1744

2.6717

2.8496

3.4211

3.5528

3.6681

3.6546

–11.0

–8.04

12.99

20.52

44.69

50.26

55.13

54.56

15.99

15242

177.78

182.34

222.68

255.91

241.06

242.14

–3.29

–6.10

9.52

12.33

37.18

57.65

48.50

49.17

Increased % from
2005 (in %)
1 CHF=FT
Increased % from
2005 (in %)

159.34

162.33

Source: Swiss Franc Currency Exchange Rate Between 2004 and 2010, “Data of National Bank of Romania and
National Bank of Hungary”.

4.2. Swiss Franc Loans in Hungary
Hungary is a country with a population of 9.931.925, with 16.700 euro standard
purchasing power/capita and 96.968,3 million euro GDP in 2012. The banking sector
includes 35 banks. The market leader is the Hungarian OTP Bank, followed by K&H
Bank. The Swiss franc loan was introduced in the Hungarian market by almost all
large banks in 2004. At the end of 2004, 9 banks out of 35 offered Swiss franc loans:
Erste Bank, MKB, Budapest Bank, K&H, CIB Bank, Raiffeisen Bank, OTP Bank,
FHB and the Általános Értékfogalmi Bank. This new product spread over the whole
market in a very short period of time. More than half of the loans were given in Swiss
franc between 2004 and 2008.
The Swiss franc loan was launched in Hungary with a very aggressive campaign
in 2004. The initial credit rate was dumped, 2% compared to a standard 3.2%. Several
promotion tools were also used to encourage the sale of this product30. The aggressive
30

Index, 2004, June 24, http://index.hu/gazdasag/magyar/devlak040624/ (17.12.2013).
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marketing campaign continued (in 2006–2007) after the end of the product launch
because of the intensive competition. Almost all banks applied innovative promotion
tools to attract consumers31. The newspaper articles were mostly optimistic regarding this new product without emphasizing the possible currency risk enough. The
Hungarian National Bank did not intervene on the market.

4.3. Swiss Franc Loans in Romania
Romania is a country with a population of 20.095.996, with 12.500 euro standard purchasing power/capita and 131.578.9 million euro GDP in 2012. The banking
sector included 40 banks in 2012. The market leader in 2012 in terms of consumer
number and assets was the Banca Comercială Română, member of the Erste Group.
The market leader in terms of turnover was BRD-Group Societe Generale. They were
followed by Raiffeisen Bank. The Swiss franc based loan was offered for the first time
in Romania by the Hungarian OTP bank in November 2005. This new exotic product spread slowly and was limited in the market. After almost a year, in September
2006, the Austrian Raiffeisen Bank included Swiss franc based loans in its offer also.
The market leaders did not enter in this new market because they considered it too
risky. However BRD-Group Societe Generale tested the product for a year. By the
end of 2007, 8 banks out of 40 offered Swiss franc based loans in Romania: one large
bank (Raiffeisen Bank), three medium sized banks (Volksbank, Banc Post, Piraeus),
three small banks (OTP Bank, Banca Românească, Credit Europe Bank) and one
specialized bank (Porche Bank)32.
The Swiss franc loan was launched in Romania with a mass media campaign at
the end of 2005. The main message of the ads was the low interest rate of this loan.
The fixed rate (4.99%) for the first year was used like a promotion tool to encourage
the sale of this product. The exchange rate risk was mentioned by bank managers
and other specialists in several newspaper articles but without emphasizing the real
occurrence possibility. However, in 2008 the Romanian National Bank introduced
new rules to discourage Swiss franc loans in Romania33.

31 Index, 2006, November 1, Lakashitel: szuperkedvezményekkel csábitják az ügyfelekt a bankok,
http://index.hu/gazdasag/magyar/lakhitba0610/ (17.12.2013).
32 L. Chiru, 2011, June 28, http://www.zf.ro/banci-si-asigurari/creditele-in-franci-fac-gauri-si-inbilanturile-bancilor-nu-doar-in-buzunarele-clientilor-8397783 (17.12.2013).
33 R. Voican, 2008, October 19, http://www.zf.ro/banci-si-asigurari/bancherii-scot-creditele-infranci-din-oferta-din-cauza-ca-devin-mai-scumpe-decat-cele-in-euro-3336143 (17.12.2013).
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Conclusion and Further Research
This discussion paper highlights the antecedents and consequences of the foreign
currency-rate based mortgage loans in two emerging economies. The moderating role
of the economic crisis was mentioned in relationship to corporate social responsibility.
Aggressive marketing, extensive advertising, the lack of disclosing information could
have led to the present situation, where the stakeholders such as the government,
banks and individual customers are still fighting amongst themselves. The Hungarian
courts have made controversial decisions regarding the legitimate claims of suffering
customers. All stakeholders are waiting for the new laws and government provisions
based on the statement of the European Court. Further research will concentrate on
the advertising of the banking sector in relationship to the satisfaction of customers
and shareholders. The Romanian case of the Swiss franc based loan could be considered as a successful one. Key factors of this success is the responsible activity of the
leader banks (Romanian Commerce Bank, BRD-Group Societe Generale) which did
not introduce the “exotic” product in their portfolio, the National Bank regulation
which discouraged these types of loans and the media such as professional journals
which emphasized the currency risk of this loan in several articles. The research
could be extended in other Central and Eastern European countries such as Poland,
Croatia, Lithuania and Estonia.
The CSR concept needs to be reformulated. The extension of the highly debated
title of Milton Friedman’s paper could serve as a new direction. It says: in a free,
capitalist society, ”there is one and only one social responsibility of business – to use
its resources and engage in activities designed to increase its profits so long as it stays
within the rules of the game, which is to say, engages in open and free competition
without deception or fraud.” The discussion continues on the rules of the game
in the financial sector. The Hungarian government in the last four years has had an
unorthodox economic policy and the challenge for other CEE countries are great
in order to follow similar rules. The continuous stagnation or the catching up with
the most developed countries are at stake as a former president of the Hungarian
National Bank declared34. Our research aims to answer some of these macroeconomic
questions based on marketing and business concepts.

34 G. Surányi, Folyamatos lemaradás, vagy felzárkózás? – A magyar gazdaság teljesítménye nemzetközi
összehasonlításban, “Köz-Gazdaság” 2014, vol. 9, no. 2, pp. 13–38.
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A bstract
This article presents the findings of the ‘European Employee Engagement Survey’, which is
a bi-annual research that was executed in 2010 and 2012 with the participation of almost
300 European Human Resource (HR) professionals. The main objective of the research
was to explore a comprehensive picture concerning the state of employee engagement
within the European region with special attention to the Central and Eastern European
(CEE) region. By introducing descriptive statistics of survey responses the paper provides
an interesting overview about various approaches to employee engagement as well as the
variety of HR and engagement management practices applied in the CEE and European
region. Furthermore, through multi-variable statistical analyses it also reveals deeper coherences of HR and engagement practices with demographic data as well as certain employee
aspects, such as employee morale, engagement and organizations’ talent attraction and
retention ability. The research confirmed that employee engagement had become a widely
recognized concept among European HR professionals. Growing importance was attributed to employee engagement across European organizations with the intention to more
deliberately manage employee engagement and link engagement measures to business
results. Interestingly, however, the research findings did not fully support the generally
agreed notion that improved HR and engagement practices would remarkably contribute
to the improvement of employee aspects.
Keywords: employee engagement, human resources, practices, CEE, Europe
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Introduction
“There is nothing permanent except change” as Heraclitus, the pre-Socratic Greek
philosopher once said. While early management, leadership and organization theories
could be based on the paradigm of a stable economic environment and easily predictable future, today’s leaders are faced with the challenges of a much more complex and
dynamically changing environment. In today’s volatile and unpredictable environment
organizations are looking for new approaches to be able to face constantly emerging
new challenges. Since prices, products and technology can be easily reproduced by
competitors2 organizations recognize that their real competitive advantage rather
lies in intangible assets, such as organizational culture or employee engagement.
Employee engagement has a wide selection of different interpretations in the literature3. Most approaches consider engaged employees to be psychologically attached
2 C. K. Prahalad, Új menedzsment paradigmák felé, Az alapvető képességtől a közös értékteremtésig,
Alinea Kiadó – Rajk László Szakkollégium, Budapest 2009.
3 A. B. Bakker, W. B. Schaufeli, M. P. Leiter, T. W. Taris, Work Engagement: An Emerging Concept
in Occupational Health Psychology, “Work & Stress” 2008, vol. 22, no. 3, pp. 187–200; A. E. Colbert,
M. K. Mount, J. K. Harter, L. Witt, M. R. Barrick, Interactive Effects of Personality and Perceptions of the Work
Situation on Workplace Deviance, “Journal of Applied Psychology” 2004, vol. 89, no. 4, pp. 599–609; CIPD,
Employee Engagement, Resource Summary, 2012, http://www.cipd.co.uk/hr-resources/factsheets/employee-engagement.aspx (18.08.2012); M. Csíkszentmihályi, Beyond Boredom and Anxiety, Jossey-Bass,
San Francisco 1975; T. Dvir, D. Eden, B. J. Avolio, B. Shamir, Impact of Transformational Leadership
On Follower Development and Performance: A Field Experiment, “Academy of Management Journal”
2002, vol. 45, no. 4, pp. 735–744; Gallup Organization, Employee Engagement. What’s Your Engagement
Ratio?, 2010, http://www.gallup.com/consulting/121535/Employee-Engagement-Overview-Brochure.
aspx (13.07.2012); J. K. Harter, F. L. Schmidt, T. L. Hayes, Business-unit-level Relationship Between Employee Satisfaction, Employee Engagement, and Business Outcomes: A Meta-analysis, “Journal of Applied
Psychology” 2002, vol. 87, no. 2, pp. 268–279; W. A. Kahn, Psychological Conditions of Personal Engagement and Disengagement At Work, “Academy of Management Journal” 1990, vol. 33, no. 4, pp. 692–724;
W. H. Macey, B. Schneider, The Meaning of Employee Engagement, “Industrial and Organisational Psychology” 2008, no. 1, pp. 3–30; D. MacLeod, N. Clarke, Engaging for Success: Enhancing Performance
Through Employee Engagement, A report to Government, Department for Business, Innovation and Skills,
2009, http://dera.ioe.ac.uk/1810/1/file52215.pdf (21.07.2012); C. Maslach, M. P. Leiter, The Truth About
Burnout, Jossey-Bass, San Francisco 1997; J. P. Meyer, N. J. Allen, A Three Component Conceptualization
of Organizational Commitment, “Human Resource Management Review” 1991, vol. 1, no. 1, pp. 61–89;
D. Robinson, S. Perryman, S. Hayday, The Drivers of Employee Engagement, Report 408, Institute for Employment Studies, 2004, http://www.employment-studies.co.uk/pubs/summary.php?id=408 (20.08.2012);
N. P. Rothbard, Enriching or Depleting? The Dynamics of Engagement in Work and Family Roles, “Administrative Science Quarterly” 2001, vol. 46, no. 4, pp. 655–684; Towers Perrin, Closing the Engagement
Gap: A Road Map for Driving Superior Business Performance, Towers Perrin Global Workforce Study,
2007–2008, http://www.towersperrin.com/tp/getwebcachedoc?webc=HRS/USA/2008/200803/GWS_Global_Report20072008_31208.pdf (18.08.2012); W. B. Schaufeli, A. B. Bakker, Job Demands, Job Resources,
and Their Relationship with Burnout and Engagement: a Multi-sample Study, “Journal of Organizational
Behavior” 2004, vol. 25, pp. 293–315; A. M. Saks, Antecedents and Consequences of Employee Engagement,
“Journal of Managerial Psychology” 2006, vol. 21, no. 7, pp. 600–619.
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to their job and/or organization with strong intrinsic motivation for achievement.
Consequently, there is a general accordance that – at an individual level – engaged
employees outperform their less engaged counterparts, while – at an organizational
level – an engaged workforce drives outstanding business results4. Accordingly,
I assume that employee engagement has been gaining increasing attention across
organizations as a possible way to improve business performance.
Numerous research intended to explore various drivers of engagement contributing
to the development of effective human resource (HR) and engagement management
practices that organizations may apply in order to increase employee engagement and
consequently, business performance. Academic research5 rather tend to reveal those
individual attributes (e.g. pro-activity, optimism, self-esteem, self-efficacy, psychological
empowerment, internal locus of control, autotelic personality, positive affectivity, etc.)
that may predict higher individual engagement levels, while practitioner researches6
rather focus on exploring those environmental factors (e.g. job structure, quality of
leadership and management, employee relations, communications, organizational
culture, HR practices, etc.) that are under the influence of organizations.
The main objective of the henceforth presented bi-annual Europe-wide research
was to investigate those HR and engagement practices that had been applied across
Europe and to reveal their possible effect on certain employee aspects, such as
employee morale and engagement as well as organization’s ability to attract and retain
4 E.g. Gallup Organization, Employee Engagement..., op.cit.; S. Kular, M. Gatenby, C. Rees, E. Soane,
K. Truss, Employee Engagement: A Literature Review (Kingston University Business School Working
Paper Series no. 19), 2008, http://eprints.kingston.ac.uk/4192/1/19wempen.pdf (16.07.2012); G. M. Spreitzer, C. Porath, Creating Sustainable Performance: If You Give Your Employees the Chance to Learn and
Grow, They’ll Thrive – and So Will Your Organization, “Harvard Business Review” 2012, vol. 90, no. 1–2,
pp. 92–99, etc.
5 E.g. A. B. Bakker, W. B. Schaufeli, M. P. Leiter, T. W. Taris, Work Engagement..., op.cit.; J. M. Crant, Proactive Behavior in Organizations, “Journal of Management” 2000, vol. 26, no. 3, pp. 435–462; W. H. Macey,
B. Schneider, The Meaning of Employee..., op.cit.; J. Nakamura, M. Csíkszentmihályi, The Concept of Flow,
in: Handbook of positive psychology, eds. C. R. Snyder, S. J. Lopez, Oxford University Press, New York 2002,
pp. 89–105; G. W. Organ, C. N. Greene, Role Ambiguity, Locus of Control, and Work Satisfaction, “Journal
of Applied Psychology” 1974, vol. 59, no. 1, pp. 101–102; D. Xanthopoulou, A. B. Bakker, E. Demerouti,
W. B. Schaufeli, The Role of Personal Resources in the Job Demands-resources Model, “International Journal
of Stress Management” 2007, vol. 14, pp. 121–141, etc.
6 E.g. M. Buckingham, C. Coffman, First Break All the Rules, What the World’s Greatest Managers do
Differently?, Pocket Books, Great Britain 1999; CIPD, Management Competencies for Enhancing Employee
Engagement. Research Insight, 2011, http://www.cipd.co.uk/binaries/5468%20Mgt%20Comp%20RI%20
(WEB). pdf (21.07.2012); Corporate Leadership Council, Driving Performance and Retention Through
Employee Engagement, 2004, http://www.mckpeople.com.au/SiteMedia/w3svc161/Uploads/Documents/760af459-93b3-43c7‑b52a-2a74e984c1a0.pdf (21.10.2012); Gallup Organization, Employee Engagement...,
op.cit.;. Robinson, S. Perryman, S. Hayday, The Drivers of Employee..., op.cit.; Towers Perrin, Working Today:
Understanding What Drives Employee Engagement, The 2003 Towers Perrin Talent Report, http://www.
towersperrin.com/tp/getwebcachedoc?webc=hrs/usa/2003/200309/talent_2003.pdf (26.08.2012); etc.
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talent. The research confirmed that growing importance was attributed to employee
engagement across European organizations with the intention to more deliberately
manage employee engagement and link engagement measures to business results.
Interestingly, however, the research findings did not fully support the conception that
improved HR and engagement practices would notably contribute to the improvement
of the above mentioned employee aspects.

1. The ‘European Employee Engagement
Survey’ Research
In the following section I intend to provide an insight into the findings of the
‘European Employee Engagement Survey’ research.
The main objective of the research was to investigate the variety of HR and employee
engagement management practices across European organizations and analyze their
relationship with certain employee aspects such as employee engagement and morale
as well as organizations’ ability to attract and retain talent.
The following chapters introduce descriptive statistics as well as multi-variable
statistical analyses of the two-year research data, conclusions we may draw based
on research findings and possible propositions for further research and practice
implementation. Research results are presented from a European and a Central and
Eastern European (CEE) perspective.

Background of the Research
The ‘European Employee Engagement Survey’ is a bi-annual Europe-wide research,
which was conducted from September to November in 2010 and from July to September in 2012. The third round is to be undertaken from July to September in 2014.
The research was executed on behalf of Stamford Global7, which is a Hungarian-based international B2B8 conference organizing company focusing its business
activities on the European region with a strong intention to create a platform for
cutting-edge knowledge transfer within the region.
As an Executive Consultant of HCM9 Practices at Stamford Global I was responsible for the intellectual development and operational execution of the research.
7
8
9

www.stamfordglobal.com
Business to business.
Human Capital Management.
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Participants of the research were clients of Stamford Global and members of the
HCM Excellence Network10, which is an on-line community of international HR
professionals on LinkedIn11 moderated by Stamford Global.
149 European HR professionals participated in the research in 2010 and 127
in 2012. 63 respondents in 2010 and 47 in 2012 represented the CEE region.
The research questionnaires were designed based on the literature review as
well as in-depth interviews with business leaders and HR directors in the frame of
consulting projects with many of Stamford Global’s clients. Responses were collected
through an on-line survey tool (SurveyMonkey®12).

Objectives of the Research
My aim was to delineate a comprehensive overview about the conditions of
employee engagement across European organizations.
• I was keen on revealing
ȤȤ how widely the concept of employee engagement had become recognized
in Europe,
ȤȤ how important employee engagement was for European organizations,
ȤȤ how deliberately employee engagement was being managed, and
ȤȤ what HR and engagement practices were being applied by participants of
the research.
• I also investigated how the perceptions of European HR professionals had
changed about
ȤȤ their business context, and about
ȤȤ certain employee aspects (such as employee morale and engagement and their
organizations’ talent attraction and retention ability) during the downturn
(2008–2010) and in the recovery period (2010–2012).
• Furthermore, I analyzed the relationship between applied HR and engagement
practices and the above mentioned employee aspects, as well as the relationship
between demographic attributes of represented organizations with their applied
HR practices.

10 http://www.linkedin.com/groups/HCM-Excellence-HR-Professionals-Network-1850502? home=
&gid=1850502&trk=anet_ug_hm
11 LinkedIn is a website for professional networking, www.linkedin.com
12 www.surveymonkey.com
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Demographics of the Research Participants
As illustrated in Table 1 (p. 27), the majority of research participants were HR
Directors and HR Managers in both years from a European-wide perspective. Interestingly however, in regards to a CEE point of view a more balanced partition of
respondents can be observed across different job categories in 2012.
As Table 2 (p. 28) shows, the majority of participants represented the CEE region
both in 2010 and 2012. In 2010 a considerable group of respondents represented the
UK or Ireland, while in 2012 there was a more balanced distribution of respondents
across European regions out of the CEE.
Responding HR professionals represented a wide variety of different industries as
illustrated in Table 3 (p. 29). In 2010 the sectors of financial services and fast moving
consumer goods (FMCG) were the most represented in the overall European region,
while among CEE participants the telecommunications sector was also among the most
prevalent industries. In 2012 professional services, manufacturing and information
technology were the most prevalent in the European sample, while in the CEE region
FMCG, manufacturing and professional services sectors were the most represented.
As Table 4 (p. 30) demonstrates, in 2010 the majority of respondents came from
organizations with less than 2500 employees both European-wide and in the CEE
region, while in 2012 the majority of responding HR professionals represented large
organizations employing more than 5000 employees.

The Importance of Employee Engagement
In 2010 98%, while in 2012 all of the responding European HR professionals
(both in Europe and in the CEE) confirmed their agreement that ‘improved employee
engagement has a direct and positive effect on the organization’s better business
performance’ (Table 5, p. 31).
In the light of these answers it is not surprising that high importance is assigned
to employee engagement within European organizations. According to the responses
employee engagement was considered to be a ‘top priority’ or ‘very important’ in the
majority of represented organizations both in Europe and the CEE region (Table 6, p. 32).
Table 7 (p. 33) demonstrates whether participants of the research had a defined
employee engagement strategy in place. I improved the survey questionnaire in 2012
by including an additional answer option to differentiate clearly defined engagement
strategies by their connection to business results. In both years, roughly two thirds
of respondents reported having a ‘clearly defined employee engagement strategy’ or
a ‘somewhat defined employee engagement strategy’. Moreover, in 2012 approx. three
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quarters of clearly defined engagement strategies were directly linked to business
results both in Europe and the CEE region. We can also observe that the distribution
of participants across different engagement strategy categories was very similar both
for the overall European and the CEE region.
These findings may let us conclude that employee engagement has become a widely
acknowledged concept among respondents in Europe and the CEE region. Engagement was considered as an important driver of business results. I assume that this
may explain that the majority of represented organizations have not only developed
engagement strategies but also expressed their intentions of drawing a direct link
between engagement measures and business performance. Although, in general, it
is not questioned that investments in developing advanced HR practices contribute
to improved engagement and hence higher profitability, Ulrich and Smallwood13
emphasize the importance of clearly measuring return on investments. According
to the presented findings we can observe a positive change into this suggested direction.

Engagement and HR Practices
In the next section of the research I intended to investigate the variety of engagement and HR practices that had been applied across European organizations.
As Table 8 (p. 34) demonstrates a growing ratio of HR professionals reported
that neither satisfaction nor engagement surveys had been conducted within their
organizations from 2010 to 2012. We can see that a decreasing ratio of respondents
reported having conducted employee satisfaction surveys, while an increasing ratio
of respondents conducted employee engagement surveys.
Each year more than half of the HR professionals reported having shared all the
survey results with their employees, while in 38% of the represented organizations
(both years in the European region) some of the information was kept confidential
(Table 9, p. 35). The remaining respondents admitted that their employees had
not received feedback about the results of the surveys at all. We can observe a slightly
more positive change towards sharing survey results with employees within the CEE
region compared to the overall European data from 2010 to 2012.
As Table 10 (p. 36) shows, in the majority of represented organizations employee
surveys were followed up and action plans were developed. Only a minority of HR professionals reported that their employees had been given full freedom in developing
13 D. Ulrich, N. Smallwood, Human Resources’ New ROI: Return On Intangibles, in: The Future of
Human Resource Management, 64 Thought Leaders Explore the Critical HR Issues of Today and Tomorrow,
eds. M. Losey, S. Meisinger, D. Ulrich, John Wiley & Sons, Hoboken, New Jersey 2005, pp. 224–232.
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and implementing action plans. In most organizations the management was kept
involved in the development and implementation of action plans. We can observe
that in the CEE region there was a slightly stronger tendency towards excluding
employees from action plan development and implementation compared to the
overall European region.
From a pre-defined list of HR practices, participants could indicate those that were
applied within their organizations on a regular basis. Table 11 (p. 37) illustrates the
ratio of respondents who indicated the use of referred HR practice on a regular basis.
As shown in Table 11 (p. 37), the most prevalent HR practices in 2010 and 2012
were regular performance reviews and training and development programmes. Leadership development programmes, behavioural interviews in recruitment process and
identification of the talent pool were also used in a growing ratio of the represented
organizations. Satisfaction surveys have somewhat lost their popularity in favour of
engagement surveys as a growing ratio of HR professionals reported having conducted
engagement surveys, while satisfaction surveys were used in a decreasing ratio of
the represented organizations. While a decreasing ratio of HR professionals reported
having used succession planning, coaching, on-boarding (induction) programmes,
career planning and competitive remuneration, these practices can still be considered
as widespread within the overall European region. Contradictory to the European
data, in the CEE region succession and career planning gained popularity from 2010
to 2012. A growing ratio of European organizations conducted 360 degree evaluation,
practiced employer branding, developed overall competency models, paid more attention to work-life balance and participated in ‘Best Employer’ and ‘Family Friendly
Employer’ surveys as well as provided more individually customized incentives to their
employees, however there is still room for further development on these areas as
majority of HR professionals did not indicate these practices to be used on a regular
basis. We can observe a converse tendency in the application of CSR programmes
in Europe compared to the CEE region. While within the CEE region CSR activities
gained popularity from 2010 to 2012, from a Europe-wide perspective a decreasing
ratio of respondents reported having applied CSR programmes on a regular basis.

The ‘HR Practices Index’
In order to operationalize HR practices I standardized14 each HR practice based
on the occurrence frequency within the current sample. More frequent HR practices
14 Multi-variable statistical analyses were conducted by SPSS (Statistical Package for the Social
Sciences) software.
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were taken into account with lower weights, while higher weights were allocated to less
frequent HR practices. By summing up the standardized values of each HR practice
that was indicated as being used by a research participant, an ‘HR Practices Index’
was developed and assigned to each respondent. Standardization was performed for
both regional samples (Europe and CEE). Figure 1 (p. 25) shows the frequencies of
‘HR Practices Index’s for both years and both regions.
The higher an organization’s ‘HR Practices Index’ is, the more progressive the
organization may be considered based on the variety and nature of HR practices
being applied on a regular basis.

The Business Context and Employee Aspects
There were dramatic changes in the overall business environment, at the time
of the research, due to the global economic crisis and the slow recovery period that
followed it. In this section of the research my intention was to reveal the perceptions
of the responding European HR professionals about the change of their business
context and certain employee aspects, such as employee morale and engagement as
well as organizations’ ability to attract and retain talent.
Table 12 (p. 38) shows the questions that participants were asked. In 2010 questions
referred to the period of the downturn (e.g. ‘How has your business changed during
the downturn?’), while in 2012 questions referred to the last 2 years (e.g. ‘How has
your business changed in the last 2 years?’).
As we can see, only a minority of respondents considered their business as ‘somewhat better’ or ‘significantly better’ during the downturn, while in the recovery period
a moderately growing ratio of participants perceived their business more positively.
In the meantime, in 2010, almost three quarters of the responding HR professionals reported their business as somewhat or significantly worse, while in 2012, only
less than half of the participants reported the same. While during the downturn
a slightly higher ratio of respondents reported a somewhat or significantly better
business context in the CEE than in Europe, in 2012 a slightly lower ratio of research
participants from the CEE region than from Europe reported the same. Overall, we
can conclude that according to the perceptions of responding HR professionals the
business context changed positively from 2010 to 2012.

The ‘Employee Aspects’ Principal Component
Based on the answers to the remaining four questions (Table 12, p. 38) I have
conducted principal component analyses (PCA) for both the European and the CEE
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region. The original variables were measured on a five-point Likert scale, while PCA
can be conducted only on variables measured on a ratio scale or alternatively dichotomous variables15. Consequently, the answers were re-coded as dichotomous variables.
‘Significantly worse’ and ‘somewhat worse’ answers were coded as ‘0’, while ‘remained
the same’, ‘somewhat better’, and ‘significantly better’ answers were coded as ‘1’.
As Table 13 (p. 39) illustrates, the KMO measures were all above the 0.5 required
limit, therefore the new principal components are appropriate to represent the original
variables. This was reinforced by the Bartlett’s test, where levels of significance were
all below the 0.05 required limit16. Henceforth, the constructed principal components
will be referred to as ‘Employee Aspects’.
As Table 14 (p. 40) demonstrates, talent retention, employee morale and employee
engagement were included in the ‘Employee Aspects Europe 2010’ principal component, while talent attraction was also included in the ‘Employee Aspects CEE
2010’, ‘Employee Aspects Europe 2010’ and ‘Employee Aspects CEE 2012’ principal
components.
‘Employee Aspects Europe 2010’ contains 65.1% of the original variables’ information content, ‘Employee Aspects Europe 2012’ contains 66.4%, ‘Employee Aspects
CEE 2010’ contains 55.3% and ‘Employee Aspects CEE 2012’ contains 66.5% (Table
15, p. 41).
An ‘Employee Aspects’ score was generated and assigned to each respondent
in both years for both regions. Figure 2 (p. 26) shows the frequencies of ‘Employee
Aspects’ principal components for both years and both regions.
The higher the ‘Employee Aspects’ score is the higher degree of improvement
in employee morale and engagement as well as a higher increase in the level of talent
retention and attraction ability (where it is applicable) was reported based on the
perceptions of the responding HR professionals.

Relationship Between the ‘HR Practices Index’
and ‘Employee Aspects’
My assumption was that the more various and progressive HR practices an organization applies the more likely we can anticipate a higher level of employee morale

15 L. Sajtos, A. Mitev, SPSS Kutatási és Adatelemzési Kézikönyv, Alinea Kiadó, 2007; M. Székelyi,
I. Barna, Túlélőkészlet az SPSS-hez, Többváltozós elemzési technikákról társadalomkutatók számára, Typotex,
Budapest 2008.
16 L. Sajtos, A. Mitev, SPSS Kutatási és Adatelemzési..., op.cit; M. Székelyi, I. Barna, Túlélőkészlet az
SPSS-hez..., op.cit.
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and engagement as well as a better talent attraction and retention ability. This notion
is widely supported by academic literature17. Therefore my first hypothesis was:
• Hypothesis 1: ‘HR Practices Index’ and ‘Employee Aspects’ are positively related
to each other.
In order to test this hypothesis I conducted correlation analyses between the
two variables. As shown in Table 16 (p. 42) correlation was found to be significant
at a 5% significance level within the European region. However, Pearson correlation
coefficients were only 0.225 in 2010 and 0.220 in 2012, which refers to a fairly weak
relationship18. In the meantime the CEE data are contradictory to the wider European
results, because correlation was not found to be significant in 2012, while in 2010
significance level was exactly at the 0.05 limit (Table 16, p. 42).
Based on these results we could accept Hypothesis 1 for the European region,
while for the CEE region Hypothesis 1 should be rejected. Since both our European
and CEE samples are too small to be representative, further research is necessary
to investigate this relationship.
As for the current European sample we could conclude that the more various and
progressive HR practices used within an organization the higher level of employee
morale and engagement as well as the organization’s higher level of talent attraction
and retention ability could be anticipated based on the perceptions of the responding
HR professionals. However, for the CEE region we are not able to come to this conclusion. Even for the overall European region the relationship between HR practices
and employee aspects was found to be fairly weak.

The Relationship Between Demographic Data
and the ‘HR Practices Index’
In this section of the research analyses my intention was to reveal possible relationships between the demographic data of the participants and their organizations’
progressivity in regards to applied HR practices. I assumed that the larger an organization is, the more advanced HR practices may be applied. Numerous earlier studies
had been investigating the patterns of typical HR practices across different geographic
17 J. Fehér, Emberi erőforrás menedzsment rendszerek és módszerek, Szent István Egyetemi Kiadó,
Gödöllő 2011; M. Karoliny, J. Poór, Emberi erőforrás menedzsment kézikönyv, Rendszerek és alkalmazások, 5th edition, Complex Kiadó, Budapest 2010; L. Komor, Személyes vezetés, Egyetemi jegyzet, Szent
István Egyetem, Gazdaság- és Társadalomtudományi Kar, Társadalomtudományi Intézet, Gödöllő 2011;
K. Koncz, Karriermenedzsment, Budapesti Corvinus Egyetem, Aula Kiadó 2004; etc.
18 L. Sajtos, A. Mitev, SPSS Kutatási és Adatelemzési..., op.cit.; M. Székelyi, I. Barna, Túlélőkészlet az
SPSS-hez..., op.cit.
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areas19 and could reveal unique characteristics marking a specific country or region.
Based on these findings I assumed that the regional location of an organization may
have a significant effect on the applied HR practices. Also, I assumed that the industry of an organization may also have significant effect on the applied HR practices
because certain industrial specifications may demand the application of different HR
practices. My assumptions are summarized in the following hypotheses:
• Hypothesis 2: Size of the organization is positively related to the ‘HR Practices
Index’
• Hypothesis 3: Region of the organization is related to the ‘HR Practices Index’
• Hypothesis 4: Industry of the organization is related to the ‘HR Practices Index’
In order to test Hypotheses 2–4 I have conducted variance analyses between
demographic data and the ‘HR Practices Index’. Table 17 (p. 43) shows the significance value (Sig.) of the ANOVA (ANalyses Of VAriance) tables of each conducted
variance analysis. The relationship between the examined factors is significant if
the significance value is below 0.0520. Based on variance analysis we cannot make
conclusions about the strength of the relationship, however we can evaluate if the
relationship is significant. In case there is a significant relationship between the
examined variables than ‘Eta Squared’ indicates the percentage of variance in the
heterogeneity of the dependent factor (i.e. ‘HR Practices Index’) explained by the
independent factor (i.e. demographics)21.
Based on the analyses of variance we can see that for the European region the
size of the organization was in a significant relationship with the ‘HR Practices Index’
both in 2010 and 2012 (Table 17, p. 43). Interestingly however, the two variables were
not found to be positively related to each other as means of the ‘HR Practices Index’
scores within the various organizational size categories did not show a monotonously
increasing pattern as size of the organization increases (Table 18, p. 44). Therefore
Hypothesis 2 has to be rejected for the European region.

19 E.g. the CRANET research: F. Farkas, M. Karoliny, J. Poór, Az Emberierőforrás-Menedzsment
Magyarországi és Közép-Kelet-Európai Sajátosságai a CRANET Kutatás Alapján, ”Vezetéstudomány”
2009, vol. 40, no. 7–8, pp. 3–10; M. Karoliny, F. Farkas, J. Poór, Az emberierőforrás-menedzselés magyarországi változásai (Két egymást követő Cranet felmérés eredményei alapján), “Competitio” 2010, vol. 9,
no. 2, pp. 92–110; A. Kohont, J. Poór, Market Orientation and HRM, in: Human Resources Management
Practices in the Organisations of the Future, eds. Svetlik et al., Vydavatelstvi a nakladatelstvi Ales Cenek,
Plzen 2011; J. Poór, Az Emberierőforrás-Menedzsment Átalakulása a Kelet-Európai Régióban, “Vezetéstudomány” 2009, vol. 40, no. 7–8, pp. 24–35; etc.
20 L. Sajtos, A. Mitev, SPSS Kutatási és Adatelemzési..., op.cit.; M. Székelyi, I. Barna, Túlélőkészlet az
SPSS-hez..., op.cit.
21 Ibidem.
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For the CEE region the size of the organization was not even found to be
in a significant relationship with the ‘HR Practices Index’ (Table 17, p. 43), therefore
Hypothesis 2 has to be rejected for the CEE region, also.
Interestingly – contradictory to my pre-assumptions – neither the region, nor the
industry of the organization were found to be in a significant relationship with the
‘HR Practices Index’ (Table 17, p. 43), therefore Hypotheses 3 and 4 also have to be
rejected based on the current research sample.

The Relationship Between Engagement Practices
and ‘Employee Aspects’
I also aimed to analyze whether various engagement practices have a positive effect
on employee morale and engagement as well as the organization’s ability to attract
and retain talent. My assumptions are summarized in the following hypotheses:
• Hypothesis 5: Importance of employee engagement within the organization is
positively related to ‘Employee Aspects’.
• Hypothesis 6: Having a clearly defined employee engagement strategy is positively
related to ‘Employee Aspects’.
• Hypothesis 7: Conducting employee surveys is positively related to ‘Employee
Aspects’.
• Hypothesis 8: Sharing the survey results with employees is positively related
to ‘Employee Aspects’.
• Hypothesis 9: Involvement of employees in the development of action plans as
a follow-up on employee surveys is positively related to ‘Employee Aspects’.
In order to test Hypotheses 5–9 I conducted variance analyses between the
mentioned engagement practices and ‘Employee Aspects’. Table 19 (p. 45) shows the
significance (Sig.) and ‘Eta Squared’ values of the ANOVA tables of each conducted
variance analysis.
As Table 19 (p. 45) illustrates, the importance of employee engagement was found
to be in a significant relationship with ‘Employee Aspects’ both in the European and
the CEE region. Although, the importance of employee engagement did not explain
much of the variance in the heterogeneity of ‘Employee Aspects’ scores (‘Eta Squared’
numbers in Table 19, p. 45). Based on the mean calculations of ‘Employee Aspects’
scores within the categories of each response option (Table 20, p. 46) we can conclude that the higher importance is allocated to employee engagement within an
organization the more likely we can anticipate a higher level of employee morale and
engagement as well as an improved ability of talent attraction and retention. Hence
Hypothesis 5 can be accepted based on the current sample.
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With regards to having a defined engagement strategy the research findings are
contradictory. Within the European-wide data, having a defined engagement strategy
was found to be in a significant relationship with ‘Employee Aspects’ both in 2010
and 2012 (Table 19, p. 45). On the other hand, based on the mean calculations of
‘Employee Aspects’ scores of each response option (Table 21, p. 47) we cannot conclude
that the more defined the employee engagement strategy was the more positively
the employee morale and engagement as well as the organization’s talent attraction
and retention ability were perceived by responding HR professionals. Based on these
results we cannot accept Hypothesis 6 for the European region.
From a CEE perspective the results were even more inconsistent. In 2010 having
a defined engagement strategy was found to be in a significant relationship with the
‘Employee Aspects’ scores (Table 19, p. 45). Moreover, the more defined the engagement strategy was the more positively employee morale and engagement as well as the
organization’s talent attraction and retention ability were perceived by participants of
the research (Table 21, p. 47). Based on these results Hypothesis 6 could be accepted
for the year 2010 in the CEE region. However, as opposed to these results, for the
year 2012 having a defined employee engagement strategy was not even found to be
in a significant relationship with the ‘Employee Aspects’ scores (Table 19, p. 45).
Hence, Hypothesis 6 should be rejected.
Interestingly, conducting employee surveys, sharing survey results with employees
and involving employees in the follow-ups of the surveys were not found to be in a significant relationship with ‘Employee Aspects’ (Table 19, p. 45), therefore Hypotheses
7–9 have to be rejected. These results contradict the general agreement within the
academic22 and practitioner literature23 according to which providing opportunities
for employees to voice their opinions or give feedback, maintaining honest communication with them and involving them in decision-making contribute to a higher
level of overall employee engagement. The reason behind these unexpected results
may lie in the quality of applied HR practices. Based on the current research we do
not know whether employees of the represented organizations were indeed asked
the right survey questions, whether they really perceived the results as sincere and
straightforward or whether they were really provided the opportunity to contribute
to action plan development in a truly meaningful way.

22 E.g. J. Fehér, Emberi erőforrás menedzsment..., op.cit.; M. Karoliny, J. Poór, Emberi erőforrás
menedzsment..., op.cit.; K. Koncz, Karriermenedzsment..., op.cit.; etc.
23 E.g. Towers Perrin, Closing the Engagement Gap..., op.cit.; Gallup Organization, Employee Engagement..., op.cit.; CIPD, Employee Engagement..., op.cit.; etc.
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Limitations of the Research
The ‘European Employee Engagement Survey’ provided an interesting insight
into the variety of HR and engagement practices being applied within the European
region. Furthermore, it analysed the relationship of these practices with not only
employee engagement, but also employee morale and organizations’ talent attraction and retention ability. However, I must acknowledge that the research has its
limitations as well.
First of all, due to the exiguous number of respondents the research sample
cannot be considered representative. The sample neither reflects the real regional
and industrial distribution of European organizations nor their real distribution by
size. Consequently, conclusions drawn, based on the research findings may not be
generalized.
Also, data collection was not objective, but was based on the individual interpretations and perceptions of responding HR professionals. This may distort the results as
individual interpretations and perceptions are highly dependent on the idiosyncrasy
of the individual24. For example, a research by Human Synergistics International25
found that the organizational culture was typically perceived much more positively
by top management and HR managers than by employees.
Furthermore, the questions were constructed to investigate changes over a 2‑year
period. Therefore, the collected data reflects a relative position compared to a previous situation providing no opportunity to inter-organizational comparisons from
absolute perspectives.
Finally, although, the ‘HR Practices Index’ reflects the progressivity of HR practices being applied by an organization, it suggests nothing about the quality of these
practices. The way a certain HR tool is being put into practice may significantly
influence its effectiveness.

Summary and Conclusions
In the previous chapters I have presented a Europe-wide research that had been
conducted in 2010 and 2012 on behalf of Stamford Global with the objective of revealing
24 L. Komor, N. Mihály, Gazdaságpszichológia, Egyetemi jegyzet, Szent István Egyetem, Gazdaság- és
Társadalomtudományi Kar, Társadalomtudományi Intézet, Gödöllő 2011.
25 Human Synergistics International, I. Magyarországi Szervezeti Kutatás Eredményei, Mennyire
vagyunk tökéletesek?, 2006, http://szervezetikultura.hu/docs/KONFERENCIA_PREZENTACIO.pdf
(27.10.2012).
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typical European HR and engagement practices. The majority of respondents were
HR Directors and HR Managers. In both years a considerable ratio of participants
came from the CEE region. A wide variety of different industries were represented
in the survey. In 2010 the majority of participating organizations employed less than
2500 employees, while in 2012 large organizations with more than 5000 employees
were more represented in the sample.
Based on the current research we may conclude that employee engagement became
a widely recognized concept across European professionals. The great majority of
respondents considered employee engagement as a key driver of business results.
Employee engagement became a top priority or very important within the majority
of represented organizations. Responding HR professionals reported a conscious
approach to the management of employee engagement as notable ratio of organizations develop clearly defined employee engagement strategies and connect them
to business results. Based on the current sample there were no significant differences
in the above findings between organizations of the CEE region compared to the
whole European region.
The research provided an insight into the HR and engagement practices that had
been applied by European organizations. Regular performance reviews and development programmes were found to be the most prevalent HR practices across Europe
and the CEE. Leadership development programmes, behavioural interviews in the
recruitment process and identification of the talent pool were also used in a growing
ratio of the represented organizations. A growing ratio of represented organizations
paid more attention to employer branding, social media, work-life balance and individually customized incentive programmes, however there is still room for further
development in these areas as the majority of HR professionals did not indicate these
practices to be used on a regular basis. Patterns of applied HR practices showed
strong similarities in the CEE region compared to Europe. One of the examples of the
slight differences were the growing ratio of succession and career planning and the
application of CSR programmes in the CEE region as opposed to the slight decline
that could be observed with regards to these practices in the overall European region.
We could see that the great majority of the represented organizations conducted
employee surveys. We could observe that satisfaction surveys had somewhat lost their
popularity in the favour of engagement surveys within the current sample. Each year
more than half of the HR professionals reported having shared all the survey results
with their employees. Employees were involved in the development of action plans
in more than half of the represented organizations. Although, we could observe
a slightly strengthening tendency towards excluding employees from action plan
development from 2010 to 2012, especially in the CEE region.
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Even though it is generally agreed among academics and practitioners that investments into the development of various HR practices contribute to a positive change
in employee morale and engagement as well as the organization’s talent attraction
and retention ability, analyses of the current research data did not fully support this
notion. In the context of the European-wide data relationship between ‘Employee
Aspects’ and the ‘HR Practices Index’ was found to be significant, however, correlation between the two variables turned out to be fairly weak. With regards to the CEE
sample a relationship between ‘Employee Aspects’ and the ‘HR Practices Index’ was
not even found to be significant. Since the current research sample is not representative, we may not generalize conclusions based on these findings. Meanwhile, it may
be beneficial to further investigate this relationship and identify those factors that are
the most predictive in increasing employee engagement in relation to business results.
Further contradictory findings of the current research were that conducting
employee surveys, sharing survey results with employees and involving them in the
development of action plans were not found to be in a significant relationship with
‘Employee Aspects’, i.e. employee morale and engagement as well as the organizations’
ability to attract and retain talent. Since the results of the current research cannot be
generalized, further investigation would be beneficial to reveal the real characteristics of these relationships. Certain circumstances of the employee survey executions
(such as objectives, communication, interpretation of the results, meaningfulness
of development action plans, quality of real follow-ups, etc.) may have a significant
effect on the variables included in the ‘Employee Aspects’ factor.
The effect of having a defined employee engagement strategy on ‘Employee
Aspects’ also showed discrepancies based on the current analyses. At least – except
for the CEE 2012 data – the relationship was found to be significant, however we
could not make the conclusion that the more defined the engagement strategy was
the more improvement in employee morale and engagement as well as a higher level
of talent attraction and retention ability could have been anticipated.
As we could see, the findings of the current research did not necessarily support
commonly agreed notions about the effect of advanced HR and engagement practices on certain employee aspects, such as employee morale and engagement and
organizations’ talent attraction and retention ability. Further research is suggested
in order to analyse these relationships.
The third round of the ‘European Employee Engagement Survey’ research is
to be undertaken from July to September in 2014. Analyses of the new research data
will allow a 3‑round comparison encompassing a 6‑year period view on the state of
employee engagement within the European as well as the CEE region.
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Figure 1. Frequencies of ‘HR Practices Index’ – es

Source: own research.
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Figure 2. Frequencies of ‘Employee Aspects’ Principal Components

Source: own research.
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Tables
Table 1. Breakdown of Respondents by Job Category
Job category
HR Vice President
HR Director
HR Manager
HR Business Partner
HR Executive
Total*

Europe
2010
7%
40%
40%
6%
6%
100%

2012
7%
39%
26%
17%
12%
100%

CEE
2010
7%
38%
40%
5%
10%
100%

2012
0%
37%
20%
26%
17%
100%

* Percentages may not total 100 due to rounding.
Source: Author's own research

Table 2. Breakdown of Respondents by Region
Region
Austria / Germany / Switzerland
Baltics
Benelux
Central and Eastern Europe (CEE)
Commonwealth of Independent States (CIS)
France
Mediterranean
Scandinavia
UK / Ireland
Total*
* Percentages may not total 100 due to rounding.
Source: Author's own research

2010
3%
4%
0%
50%
2%
1%
4%
2%
35%
100%

2012
7%
4%
3%
41%
9%
1%
13%
11%
11%
100%
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Table 3. Breakdown of Respondents by Industry
Industry
Agriculture / Hunting / Forestry
Automotives
Aviation
Chemical
Construction
Education
Fast Moving Consumer Goods
Financial Services
Government
Hospitality
Information Technology
Manufacturing
Media
Mining
Oil & Gas
Pharma / Healthcare
Professional Services
Real Estate
Telecommunication
Transport / Logistics
Utilities
Wholesale and retail trade
Other
Total*

Europe
2010
1%
3%
1%
2%
1%
1%
10%
11%
4%
2%
7%
9%
3%
0%
3%
5%
5%
3%
9%
5%
1%
4%
7%
100%

2012
0%
7%
1%
1%
1%
1%
8%
6%
3%
2%
10%
11%
2%
0%
5%
7%
13%
0%
5%
1%
3%
3%
13%
100%

CEE
2010
3%
5%
2%
3%
2%
2%
16%
13%
0%
0%
3%
7%
3%
0%
5%
5%
3%
3%
11%
2%
0%
5%
8%
100%

2012
0%
7%
2%
0%
0%
2%
13%
9%
2%
0%
9%
16%
4%
0%
2%
7%
11%
0%
4%
2%
0%
2%
7%
100%

* Percentages may not total 100 due to rounding.
Source: Author's own research

Table 4. Breakdown of Respondents by Size of Organization
Size of the organization
(number of employees)
0-249 employees
250-999 employees
1000-2499 employees
2500-4999 employees
5000-14999 employees
15000-24999 employees
More than 25000 employees
Total*

Europe
2010
25%
30%
15%
9%
7%
3%
9%
100%

2012
19%
6%
5%
7%
13%
10%
39%
100%

* Percentages may not total 100 due to rounding.
Source: Author's own research

CEE
2010
27%
35%
16%
8%
2%
0%
13%
100%

2012
16%
7%
2%
5%
14%
14%
43%
100%

98%

In my opinion improved employee ENGAGEMENT has a direct,
positive effect on the organization’s better business performance.
100%

2012
98%

CEE
2010

* Percentages may not toal 100 due to rounding.

Top priority
Growing priority / very important
Somewhat important
Not important
Total*
Source: Author's own research

Importance of employee engagement within your organization:

Europe
2010
23%
56%
20%
2%
100%

2012
30%
51%
19%
1%
100%

2012

CEE
2010
25%
53%
22%
0%
100%

100%

Table 6. Breakdown of Respondents by the Importance of Employee Engagement in Their Organizations

Source: Author's own research

Europe
2010

Ratio of respondents who agreed with the below statements

Table 5. Respondents’ Opinion About Engagement’s Effect on Business Performance

2012
27%
54%
19%
0%
100%
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2012

2010

* Percentages may not total 100 due to rounding.
Source: Author's own research

We conduct employee satisfaction surveys.
We conduct employee engagement surveys.
We conduct both engagement and satisfaction surveys.
We do not conduct surveys.
Total*

Do you conduct employee satisfaction / engagement surveys?

Table 8. Breakdown of Respondents by Conduction of Employee Surveys

Source: Author's own research

* Percentages may not total 100 due to rounding.

Yes, clearly defined and connected to business results
Yes, clearly defined but not connected to business results
Yes, somewhat defined but could be improved
Not yet defined, but planning to set strategy
No
Total*

Yes, clearly defined
Yes, somewhat defined
Not yet defined, but planning to set strategy
No
Total*

Do you have a clearly defined employee engagement strategy in place?

Europe
2010
37%
19%
32%
13%
100%

2012
26%
28%
28%
19%
100%

Europe
21%
44%
28%
7%
100%
Europe
31%
12%
25%
19%
14%
100%

Table 7. Breakdown of Respondents by Having a Defined Employee Engagement Strategy

CEE
2010
35%
16%
38%
11%
100%

CEE
24%
45%
25%
5%
100%
CEE
30%
11%
27%
16%
16%
100%

2012
27%
30%
24%
19%
100%
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Source: Author's own research

* Percentages may not total 100 due to rounding.

The management develops and implements an action plan.
The management and employees develop and implement an
action plan together.
The result is given to employees, who are responsible for
developing and implementing an action plan themselves.
No action is taken.
Total*

What do you do with the result of the survey?
2012
38%
47%
5%
10%
100%

53%
4%
9%
100%

Europe
2010
55%
38%
7%
100%

Europe
2010
34%

Source: Author's own research

Table 10. Breakdown of Respondents by Survey Follow-ups

* Percentages may not total 100 due to rounding.

All the result is shared with employees.
Some of the result is shared with employees.
The result is not shared with the employees.
Total*

Do you share the result of the surveys with employees?

Table 9. Breakdown of Respondents by Sharing Survey Results With Employees

11%
100%

4%

53%

CEE
2010
32%

2012
54%
38%
8%
100%

3%
100%

3%

39%

2012
55%

CEE
2010
57%
34%
9%
100%
2012
56%
41%
3%
100%
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Table 11. HR Practices Indicated as Used on a Regular Basis
Which HR practice does your organization use on a
regular basis?
Regular performance reviews
Training and development programs
Leadership development programs
Employee Engagement surveys
Behaviourial interviews in recruitment process
Succession planning
Identifying talent pool
Coaching
Flexible work arrangements
360 degree evaluation
Onboarding / induction programs
Employer branding
Talent management programs
Overall competency model
Employee Satisfaction surveys
Career planning
Competitive remuneration
Mentoring
Social media
Management trainee programs
Assessment Centers (AC) in recruitment process
Work-life balance programs
Participating in 'Best Employer' surveys
CSR programs
Development Centers (DC)
Individually customized incentives
Individualized job design
Interim managers
Participating in 'Family Friendly Employer' surveys

Europe
2010
2012
89%
89%
87%
85%
66%
77%
59%
62%
59%
62%
61%
60%
55%
59%
62%
58%
n.d.*
58%
49%
57%
71%
57%
39%
53%
n.d.*
52%
49%
51%
63%
50%
50%
47%
55%
45%
n.d.*
43%
n.d.*
43%
47%
37%
37%
36%
28%
34%
29%
34%
36%
33%
25%
23%
17%
22%
20%
17%
n.d.*
11%
7%
8%

* No data
Source: Author's own research

CEE
2010
87%
87%
54%
59%
59%
57%
57%
67%
n.d.*
48%
65%
39%
n.d.*
50%
65%
54%
59%
n.d.*
n.d.*
50%
48%
19%
24%
37%
33%
24%
19%
n.d.*
9%

2012
94%
89%
83%
60%
71%
63%
54%
60%
46%
54%
49%
49%
46%
52%
54%
63%
40%
46%
34%
40%
46%
29%
34%
40%
26%
20%
12%
12%
9%

Europe
16%
54%
20%
9%
2%
100%
Europe
10%
35%
9%
28%
18%
100%

CEE
15%
55%
15%
15%
2%
100%
CEE
16%
34%
11%
21%
18%
100%

* Percentages may not total 100 due to rounding.

2010
Significantly worse
Somewhat worse
Remained the same
Somewhat better
Significantly better
Total*
2012
Significantly worse
Somewhat worse
Remained the same
Somewhat better
Significantly better
Total*

How has your
business changed?
CEE
7%
42%
22%
22%
7%
100%
CEE
14%
32%
30%
22%
3%
100%

Europe
3%
33%
34%
23%
8%
100%
Europe
6%
32%
31%
27%
4%
100%

CEE
4%
31%
30%
24%
11%
100%
CEE
5%
24%
38%
27%
5%
100%

Europe
0%
9%
55%
30%
6%
100%
Europe
2%
20%
36%
32%
9%
100%

CEE
0%
7%
51%
31%
11%
100%
CEE
3%
18%
37%
29%
13%
100%

Europe
1%
16%
43%
30%
10%
100%
Europe
1%
28%
38%
27%
6%
100%

CEE
2%
16%
35%
38%
9%
100%
CEE
3%
24%
42%
24%
8%
100%

How has the
How has your ability How has your ability
engagement level of
changed in attracting changed in retaining
your employees
talent?
talent?
changed?

Source: Author's own research

Europe
5%
41%
30%
21%
4%
100%
Europe
9%
38%
30%
20%
3%
100%

How has employee
morale changed?

Table 12. Breakdown of Respondents by Business Context and Employee Aspects
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Table 13. KMO and Bartlett‘s Test
Europe

KMO and Bartlett's Test
Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin Measure of Sampling
Adequacy.
Approx.
Bartlett's Test of Sphericity

Chi-Square
df
Sig.

CEE

2010

2012

2010

2012

0.581

0.700

0.659

0.691

101.006

172.276

52.269

62.892

3

6

6

6

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

Significance is calculated at the 0.05 level
Source: Author's own research

Table 14. Component Matrices of ‘Employee Aspects’
Component Matrix Europe 2010
Component
1
Talent retention
0.636
Employee morale
0.859
Employee engagement
0.901
Component Matrix CEE 2010
Component
1
Talent attraction
0.599
Talent retention
0.643
Employee morale
0.809
Employee engagement
0.886

Component Matrix Europe 2012
Component
1
Talent attraction
0.747
Talent retention
0.806
Employee morale
0.895
Employee engagement
0.805
Component Matrix CEE 2012
Component
1
Talent attraction
0.821
Talent retention
0.817
Employee morale
0.867
Employee engagement
0.753

Source: Author's own research
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Table 15. Total Variance Explained by ‘Employee Aspects’ Principal Component
Total Variance Explained Europe 2010
Component
1
2
3

Component
1
2
3
4

Component
1
2
3
4

Component
1
2
3
4

Initial Eigenvalues
Extraction Sums of Squared Loadings
% of
Cumulative
% of
Cumulative
Total
Total
Variance
%
Variance
%
1.954
65.128
65.128
1.954
65.128
65.128
0.763
25.427
90.556
0.283
9.444
100.000
Total Variance Explained Europe 2012
Initial Eigenvalues
Extraction Sums of Squared Loadings
% of
Cumulative
% of
Cumulative
Total
Total
Variance
%
Variance
%
2.658
66.438
66.438
2.658
66.438
66.438
0.757
18.937
85.375
0.390
9.743
95.118
0.195
4.882
100.000
Total Variance Explained CEE 2010
Initial Eigenvalues
Extraction Sums of Squared Loadings
% of
Cumulative
% of
Cumulative
Total
Total
Variance
%
Variance
%
2.211
55.285
55.285
2.211
55.285
55.285
0.777
19.427
74.712
0.724
18.103
92.815
0.287
7.185
100.000
Total Variance Explained CEE 2012
Initial Eigenvalues
Extraction Sums of Squared Loadings
% of
Cumulative
% of
Cumulative
Total
Total
Variance
%
Variance
%
2.660
66.494
66.494
2.660
66.494
66.494
0.793
19.830
86.323
0.304
7.607
93.931
0.243
6.069
100.000
Source: Author's own research

* Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed)

Source: Author's own research

Correlations Europe 2010
Correlations Europe 2012
Employee HR Practices
Employee HR Practices
Aspects
Index
Aspects
Index
Europe 2010 Europe 2010
Europe 2012 Europe 2012
Pearson
Pearson
1
0.225*
1
0.220*
Employee Aspects Correlation
Employee Aspects Correlation
Sig. (2-tailed)
0.013 Europe 2012
Sig. (2-tailed)
0.032
Europe 2010
N
120
120
N
95
95
Pearson
Pearson
0.225*
1.000
,220*
1.000
HR Practices Index Correlation
HR Practices Index Correlation
Europe 2010
Europe 2012
Sig. (2-tailed)
0.013
Sig. (2-tailed)
0.032
N
120
149
N
95
127
Correlations CEE 2010
Correlations CEE 2012
Employee HR Practices
Employee HR Practices
Aspects
Index
Aspects
Index
CEE 2010
CEE 2010
CEE 2012
CEE 2012
Pearson
Pearson
1
0.268*
1
0.223*
Employee Aspects Correlation
Employee Aspects Correlation
CEE 2010
Sig. (2-tailed)
0.050 CEE 2012
Sig. (2-tailed)
0.184
N
63
54
N
37
37
Pearson
Pearson
0.268*
1.000
0.223*
1.000
HR Practices Index Correlation
HR Practices Index Correlation
CEE 2010
CEE 2012
Sig. (2-tailed)
0.050
Sig. (2-tailed)
0.184
N
54
54
N
37
47

Table 16. Correlations Between ‘Employee Aspects’ and ‘HR Practices Index’
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Eta
Sig.
Squared
0.000
0.222
0.198
0.076
-

2012

Source: Author's own research

Eta
Sig.
Squared
0.000
0.166
0.122
0.000
0.331

2010

Europe

0.143
n.a.*
0.096

Sig.

Source: Author's own research

0-249 employees
250-999 employees
1000-2499 employees
2500-4999 employees
5000-14999 employees
15000-24999 employees
More than 25000 employees

Size of the organization

2012
Mean
-2.449
-13.777
-4.449
-0.730
2.800
0.431
2.710
-4.450
-1.599
-3.813
2.626
-0.773
15.432
9.861

2010

n.a.*
-

CEE

Eta
Squared

2010

Table 18. Means of ‘HR Practices Index’ Scores Within Various Organization Size Categories

* Not applicable

Significance is calculated at the 0.05 level

Size of organization
Region
Industry

Demographics

Table 17. Analyses of Variance of ‘HR Practices Index’

0.362
n.a.*
0.718

Sig.

n.a.*
-

Eta
Squared

2012
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0.023
0.000
0.346
0.771
0.560

Sig.

Europe

0.001
0.008
0.734
0.753
0.235

Sig.

0.295
0.033
-0.448
-

Mean
0.191
0.187
-0.797
-1.731

Europe
2010
2012

Source: Author's own research

Top priority
Growing priority / very important
Somewhat important
Not important

Importance of employee engagement in
your organization

CEE

0.400
0.139
-0.791
-

2010

0.228
0.192
-0.874
-

2012

Eta
Squared
0.177
0.144
-

2012

Source: Author's own research

Eta
Squared
0.062
0.144
-

2010

Table 20. Means of ‘Employee Aspects’ Scores Within Different Levels
of Importance of Engagement

Significance is calculated at the 0.05 level

Importance of employee engagement
Having a defined engagement strategy
Conducting employee surveys
Sharing results of surveys
Employee involvement in follow-ups

Engagement practices
(approaches to engagement)

Table 19. Analyses of Variance of ‘Employee Aspects’

0.004
0.003
0.115
0.326
0.317

Sig.

CEE

Eta
Squared
0.194
0.238
-

2010

0.032
0.309
0.345
0.247
0.884

Sig.

Eta
Squared
0.183
-

2012
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Table 21. Means of ‘Employee Aspects’ Scores Within Different Levels
of Engagement Strategy
Do you have clearly defined employee engagement strategy
in place?
Yes, clearly defined
Yes, somewhat defined
Not yet defined, but planning to set strategy
No
Do you have clearly defined employee engagement strategy
in place?
Yes, clearly defined and connected to business results
Yes, clearly defined but not connected to business results
Yes, somewhat defined but could be improved
Not yet defined, but planning to set strategy
No
Source: Author's own research

2010
Europe
CEE
Mean
0.274
0.386
0.241
0.298
-0.607
-0.697
-0.266
-0.771
2012
Europe
CEE
Mean
0.490
0.458
-0.298
-0.525
-0.170
0.039
-0.024
-0.070
-0.631
-0.485
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A bstract
Competitiveness of any country is closely related to the stability of the banking sector.
Therefore, the objective of the paper is to analyse the main factors that influence the stability of the Latvian banking system and consequently the competitiveness of the country.
Analysis is made based on the multiple choice model. The analysis shows that one of the
most important factors, negatively influencing stability of the banking system, is loan
quality, that is closely related to the ease of access to loans. The paper identifies the main
imbalances in banking operations that have lead to these problems and offers proposals
to their solution.
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Introduction
Nowadays, under the conditions of the changing economic environment and the
globalization of the issue of a country’s competitiveness becomes topical. Traditionally the main engines of a country’s competitiveness are competitive enterprises, as
competitive enterprises originate and add value. Analysing the ability of countries
to create and maintain the environment that stimulates competitiveness, the IMD has
worked out “The 20 Golden Rules of Competitiveness”. More than half of these rules
are directly or indirectly related to the development of the banking sector, e.g., the
necessity to promote private savings and domestic investments to ensure the development of the local market, the importance of continual investment in developing
and maintaining both economic and social infrastructure, the necessity to develop
privately-owned medium-sized enterprises that are key elements in any economy
and others. All these mentioned measures ask for appropriate financing, that can be
provided (or not provided) by the local banking sector. Thus, the development and
stability of the banking sector of a country has a strong impact on the competitiveness
of a country as a whole.
Due to the special role of the banking system in the competitiveness of a country,
the objective of the paper is to analyse the main factors that influence the stability
of the Latvian banking system and consequently the competitiveness of the country.

1. Research Methodology
The methodological basis of the paper is special economic literature, research and
working papers, collections of statistical information and results of research made by
the authors. The analysis is based on the examination of aggregate statistical data and
the financial reports of Latvian banks. Due to the orientation of the Latvian financial
sector to banks, we concentrate, in this research, on the development of the Latvian
banking sector3. The main factors that influence the stability of the Latvian banking
system and consequently the competitiveness of the country were chosen based on
the multiple choice model (ordered logit).
The idea of the model is as follows: to designate a number of ordered alternatives k let us denote it 1, 2…..k. Thus the number of the likelihood as an object with
3 The financial system in Latvia is bank-oriented. The securities market is hardly used by Latvian
enterprises to raise capital.
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number t with the set of indicators x tʹ′ will be attributed to the category 1, 2…..k
correspondingly in the same way.
⎧ P( yt =1) = F(c1 − xt' β );
⎪
⎪ P( yt = 2) = F(c2 − xt' β )− F(c1 − xt' β );
⎪
(1)
⎨.................................................................
⎪
'
'
⎪ P( yt = k −1) = F(ck−1 − xt β )− F(ck−2 − xt β );
⎪ P( y = k) =1− F(c − x ' β ).
⎩
t
k−1
t
Function F is the function of the ordered logit. The model parameters are the ratio
vector ß and the marginal value vector c = (c1, c2, ……,ck−1). The model indicators
are assessed according to the method of the maximum likelihood with the standard
errors in the form of White-Huber4. Calculations are made, using the econometric
software package EViews 5.1. The initial selection of indicators to be included in the
modelling was based on data of the Moody`s Investors Service, the Financial and
Capital Market Commission of Latvia (FCTC) and bank experts.

2. Theoretical Framework and Literature Review
Modern scientific and working papers provide different definitions of competitiveness. Competitiveness is often seen as an indicator of productivity5 or the set of causes
of broad total factor productivity6. Other authors define competitiveness as a set of
institutions, policies, and factors that determine the level of productivity of a country7.
Often competitiveness is associated with some existing advantages8, based on both
economic9 and political10 advantages. A number of research and working papers (e.g.,
The World Competitiveness Yearbook), assessing the international competitiveness of
countries, concentrate on assessing factors that determine competitiveness, economic
performance, government efficiency, business efficiency and infrastructure.
W. H. Green, Econometric Analysis, 5th Edition, New York University, New York 2002.
M. Porter, On Competition, Harward Business Review Book, USA 2008.
6 C. Zinnes, Y. Eilat, J. Sachs, Benchmarking Competitiveness in Transition Economies, “Economics
of Transition” 2001, vol. 9, no. 2.
7 WEF, The Global Competitiveness Report, 2014–2015, 2014, www.weforumorg (7.10.2014).
8 M. Porter, On Competition..., op.cit.; J. B. Barney, D. N. Clark, Resource-Based Theory. Creating and
Sustaining Competitive Advantage, Oxford University Press, USA 2007.
9 F. Ezeala-Harrison, Theory and Policy of International Competitiveness, Greenwood Publishing
Group, USA 1999.
10 C. Prestowitz, Playing to Win, 1994, www.foreignaffairs.com (20.07.2014).
4

5
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One of the widely-known global assessments of competitiveness is the annual
Global Competitiveness Index that is seen as a comprehensive tool measuring the
microeconomic and macroeconomic foundations of national competitiveness11. It is
based on the assessment of 12 pillars of competitiveness. These pillars assess institutions, infrastructure, macroeconomic environment, health and primary education,
higher education and training, goods market efficiency, labour market efficiency,
financial market development, technological readiness, market size, business sophistication and innovation. The Global Competitiveness Report stresses the central role
of a sound and well-functioning financial sector for economic activities. Besides, the
report classifies the financial market development as an efficiency enhancer.
The importance of the financial and banking sector for the enhancement of the
country’s competitiveness is stressed in a number of empirical research papers, reports
and policy documents. According to the World Economic Forum, the global financial
crisis has shown that in the course of competitiveness improvement, strengthening the
international monetary and financial system should be a priority, especially stressing
the development of the financial system, long-term investment and sustainable lending.
Moreover, according to the World Bank strategy for the European and Central Asian
region (ECA), reforms for improved competitiveness should include, besides others,
the stabilization of the financial sector. The recent report by the International Bank
for Reconstruction and Development12 also shows the importance of the financial
sector, concluding that Europe’s global competitiveness is under pressure from the
fragile financial sector, weak fiscal positions, aging infrastructure etc. Besides, other
indices that assess the economic environment of the countries (e.g., Doing Business,
Index of Economic Freedom) also stress the importance of the financial sector for
the development of enterprises and national economy as a whole.
Thus, a stable and well-developed financial and banking system is crucially important for the maintenance and enhancement of a country’s competitiveness. On the
other hand, an unstable financial system is unable to ensure money transfer between
savers and borrowers, and divert financial resources to more productive investment
opportunities13. Financial instability can be harmful to the economy in several ways:
it can worsen the financial situation of households and enterprises, it may disrupt
the activities of financial institutions and processes in the financial markets, and

WEF, The Global Competitiveness..., op.cit.
The World Bank, ECA Strategy, 2012, www.worldbank.org (20.07.2014).
13 F. S. Mishkin, Global Financial Instability: Framework, Events, 1999, https://www0.gsb.columbia.
edu/faculty/fmishkin/PDFpapers/jep99.pdf (20.07.2014); G. J. Schinasi, Defining Financial Stability, IMF
Working Paper, WP/04/187, 2004.
11
12
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consequently, result in a lack of funding for other economic entities14. Thus, inefficiencies
in financial markets retard growth15 and financial instability can significantly distort
the market and the availability of loans on the national and/or international level16.
Moreover, bank lending is often seen as a key driver of the financial system and
the economy as a whole. Capital transfer to more innovative enterprises is considered to be a key element of growth. Thus, bank lending is crucial for the economic
growth of the country17 and by lending to most competitive enterprises banks can
encourage the enhancement of competitiveness of the country. Besides, access
to finance is especially important for small and medium enterprises, as SMEs have
limited sources of financing compared to larger companies. According to Beck
et.al. small-firm industries grow faster in economies with better developed financial
intermediaries18. Thus a well-developed and stable financial and banking sector is
a prerequisite for economic growth and development of the country. Besides, in the
long-run there is a strong positive correlation between bank lending to the private
sector and productivity as well as growth in developing countries19, thus stimulating
the enhancement of the country’s competitiveness.
Analysis of the literature shows the crucial importance of the stable financial
and banking system for the development of countries and the enhancement of their
competitiveness. Therefore, the assessment of factors influencing the stability of the
Latvian banking sector is topical as stability of the banking sector stimulates the
improvement of the competitiveness of the country.

3. Factors Influencing the Stability of the Banking System
and Competitiveness
The main factors that influence the stability of the Latvian banking system and
consequently the competitiveness of the country are chosen based on the multiple
14 J. Chant, A. Lai, M. Illing, F. Daniel, Essays on Financial Stability, Bank of Canada, “Technical
Report” 2008, no. 95.
15 R. G. King, R. Levine, Finance and Growth: Schumpeter Might be Right, “The Quarterly Journal of
Economics”, August 1993.
16 R. W. Ferguson, Should Financial Stability Be an Explicit Central Bank Objective? in: Monetary
Stability, Financial Stability and the Business Cycle: Five Views, 2003, www.bis.org (20.07.2014).
17 H. P. Minsky, The Financial Stability Hypothesis, “The Jerome Levy Economics Institute Working
Paper” 1992, vol. 74, no. 9.
18 T. Beck, A. Demirguc-Kunt, L. U. C. Laeven, R. Levine, Finance, Firm Size, and Growth, “Journal
of Money, Credit and Banking” 2008, vol. 40, no. 7, pp. 1379–1405.
19 R. Levine, Financial Development and Economic Growth: Views and Agenda, “Journal of Economic
Literature” 1997, vol. XXXV, June, pp. 688–726.
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choice model (ordered logit). The following explanatory variable indicators groups
were initially selected:
• size of the commercial bank (total assets, size of paid equity capital);
• return on bank operations (yield on average employed assets, return on employed
liabilities, net interest margin, return on average assets, return on average equity,
proportion between the interest expenses and income, dividends to net profit);
• effectiveness of operations (effectiveness ratio, payments to employees to total
operational expenses, ratio of the effectiveness of bank and financial operation,
expenses to income ratio);
• quality of bank assets (proportion of problematic loans in the total loan portfolio,
loan portfolio quality ratio, relation between the problematic loans and equity
paid and savings);
• adequacy of bank equity (Tier 1 capital, paid equity to total assets, indicator of
capital adequacy);
• liquidity (average net loans to average deposits, deposits to equity paid, claims
to credit institutions to liabilities to credit institutions);
• profit (profit before taxes);
• capital structure (capital and reserves to total assets);
• asset structure (risk-weighted assets to total assets, long-term loans issued to nonbanks to the total loans issued, loans issued to non-banks to deposits)
• deposit portfolio structure (demand deposits to total deposits);
• macroeconomic indicators (real annual growth of GDP, consumer price index,
investments to GDP, level of unemployment, actual growth of LVL20 exchange rate).
Considering that the selection of the indicators was based on the long-term
deposit ratings of Moody`s Investors Service, the rating category awarded by the
agency to the members of the Latvian banking system was chosen as the dependable
variable, representing a certain commercial bank rating category21.
According to the modelling results and analysis made, the following factors were
selected as significant:
• capital adequacy;
• dividends to net profit;
• loan portfolio quality;
• return on average assets;
Until 1.01.2014 the national currency of Latvia was the Latvian lat (LVL).
I. Solovjova, E. Zelgalvis, Commercial Banking System Stability Assessment Problems in Changing
Economic Environment, in 10th International Scientific Conference Managements Horizons in Changing
Economic Environment: visions and challenges, 24–26 September 2009, Kaunas, Lithuania, pp. 795–809.
20
21
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•
•
•
•
•
•

Tier 1 capital;
liquidity ratio;
loans issued to non-banks to total loans issued;
demand deposits to total deposits;
investments to GDP;
actual growth of LVL exchange rate.
On the other hand, analysis of the Latvian Global Competitiveness Index that
identifies both the strengths and weaknesses of the local financial market, shows
that the main weakness of the Latvian banking system is “ease of access to loans”,
that has the worst assessment for the banking sector. Therefore, the paper concentrates on the analysis of the indicators, selected by the model, that are related to the
mentioned weakness.
It is important to stress, that the Global Competitiveness Indices of other CEE
countries show extreme topicality of this weakness for the countries in this region.
Analyzing the 8th pillar of the Global Competitiveness Index22, we can conclude
that the factor “ease of access to loans” has a substantially negative impact on the
assessment of competitiveness in a number of CEE countries. It especially refers to Slovenia (ranking 140 out of 144 countries), Hungary (ranking 126 out of 144 countries),
Croatia (ranking 106 out of 144 countries), Latvia (ranking 96 out of 144 countries),
Lithuania (ranking 91 out of 144 countries) and Poland (ranking 89 out of 144
countries). Moreover, according to the survey results shown in the Competitiveness
Index, the respondents, selecting the most problematic factors for doing business
in their country, in many cases indentify “access to financing” as one of the five most
important factors. This problem is especially acute in Slovenia (20.523), Romania
(16.6), Hungary (13.5), Bulgaria (11.4) and Latvia (11.0).
Thus, loan availability is an extremely topical problem for many CEE countries
that consequently decreases the assessment of the competitiveness of the countries.
The paper provides an in-depth analysis of this problem from the Latvian perspective.

4. The Challenges of Weak access to Loans
and Possible Solutions
Accession to the European Union (EU) in 2004 gave a strong positive impulse to the
economic development of Latvia. According to the Eurostat data, over the period of
22
23

WEF, The Global Competitiveness..., op.cit.
Responses weighted to their rankings
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2004 to 2007 Latvia had one of the highest GDP growth rates in Europe: the average
annual GDP growth rate has been 10.38% compared to 2.7% in the EU. The main
contributors to such a rapid economic growth were the increase in consumption, rise
in investments, availability of EU funds, growing capital inflow as well as the quickly
developing banking sector etc. Consequently, these favourable economic conditions
have promoted the successful development of the banking sector. Besides, lending
operations became the core business of Latvian commercial banks. At the end of 2008
the share of loans in the total assets of banks constituted more than 71%, besides,
more than 93% of loans were granted to non-banks, thus affecting the stability of
the banking sector (see Figure 1). Moreover, according to IMF methodology24, the
period of 2004–2007 can be defined as excessive lending (or lending boom)25.
Figure 1. Share of Loans to Non-banks In the Iotal Loans and Share of Loans in the
Total Assets of Latvian Commercial Banks, 2004–2013 (in %)
120,00
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Source: Financial and Capital Market Commission data.

24 IMF, Are Credit Booms in Emerging Markets a Concern, 2004, www.imf.org (20.07.2014); O. Ertuganova, Baltic States: Credit Crunch or Return to Equilibrium Level?, In ICOAE proceedings of International
conference on Applied Economics, Athens 2010, pp. 161–165.
25 According to IMF methodology, lending can be defined as excessive lending or lending boom if it
exceeds the standard deviation of that country’s credit fluctuations around the trend by a factor of 1.75.
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In our opinion, the lending boom in Latvia was a result of a number factors.
On one side, the successful economic development of the country and the positive
economic outlook have stimulated the increase of creditworthiness of borrowers
and their willingness to borrow, thus increasing demand for loans. On the other
hand, high liquidity and the low level of interest rates in the international financial
market ensured the availability of cheap resources that allowed banks to grant loans
at extremely low interest rates. Besides, pegging of the national currency LVL to the
EUR allowed banks to grant relatively cheap loans in EUR without an additional
currency risk for borrowers. Moreover, strong competition between the commercial
banks has resulted in the further decrease of interest rates on loans granted to both
private individuals and enterprises. The quick growth of lending was also stimulated
by rising asset prices, especially in the real estate market, thus stimulating demand
and the further increase of prices.
All these factors made loans widely available. As a result of the lending boom,
in the period of 2007–2010 the volume of bank loans granted to local households
and private non-financial companies exceeded nominal GDP with it’s peak in 2009
(118.05%). In its turn, the household indebtedness in Latvia has increased substantially and was defined as “moderate, significantly increasing”26.
The global economic crisis of 2008 and the following economic downturn in Latvia
had a significant impact on all economic entities in the country, including commercial
banks. According to the Eurostat data, Latvia in 2009 experienced a double-digit contraction of GDP by 17.7% (compared to 4.5% in the EU). The economic downturn as
well as the scarcity of liquidity in the international financial markets, has limited the
availability of resources and increased funding costs for banks, and has consequently
had a negative impact on the Latvian banks. These factors as well as the collapse
in real estate prices have caused considerable deterioration in bank assets quality and
the increase of non-performing loans in the loan portfolio. The deterioration of the
loan quality can be clearly seen, analysing the volume of special loan loss provisions
to cover anticipated losses on loans. Under such conditions banks have experienced
a considerable decline in profitability – both return on equity and return on assets
have been negative since 2009 with a slight recovery only in the middle of 2011 (see
Figure 2), thus pushing banks to review their strategy.

26 H. Dubois, R. Anderson, Managing Household Debts: Social Service Provision in the EU, Working
Paper, Eurofound, 2010.
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Figure 2. Selected Indicators of Latvian Commercial Banks, 2004–2013
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Besides, the analysis of bank development after the crisis of 2008 has shown, that
the deterioration of loan portfolio quality was a result of several imbalances in bank
operations. Successful economic development of the country as well as favourable
conditions in the international financial markets have led to over-optimism of
both private individuals and enterprises as well as banks about future earnings and
risks. Besides, rising asset prices, especially the real estate prices, have contributed
to over-optimistic assessment of risk. Under the conditions of low credit risk and
positive future outlook it provided the basis for the ease of loan availability. Moreover, the crisis growth of assets and loans was seen as the key indicator of bank success27. Due to tough competition, banks tended to ease lending conditions in order
to increase their market share, thus ensuring maximally possible growth of assets
and loan portfolio. Thus, concentration on the increase of the market share as well as
strong competition in the banking sector have resulted in a rather aggressive lending
policy and high availability of loans.
Relatively low lending standards, undervaluation of risks, high reliance on
mortgage under conditions of economic downturn and consequently rising credit
risk in the banking sector has led to a fall in loan quality. Analysis of bank performance indicators shows that considerable deterioration of loan portfolio quality
started in the last quarter of 2008 when the share of non-performing loans in total
bank loan portfolios rose more than three times and in turn, in 2009 the share of
general loan loss provisions has rocketed (see Figure 3) leading to deterioration of
the bank performance and influencing other factors that determine the stability of
the banking system.
27 I. Romānova, Bank Lending and Crisis: Case of Latvia, “Journal of Business Management” 2012,
no. 5, pp. 87–97.
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Figure 3. Loans Loss Provisions to Total Loans, 2004–2013 (in %)
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Consequently, all these analysed factors have influenced the stability of the banking
sector and forced banks to considerably change the lending policy, tightening lending
conditions, thus considerably decreasing the availability of loans to borrowers, this
is still topical. Taking into account the special importance of loan availability to the
competitiveness of the country as a whole, among other issues it is necessary to ease
the access to loans from banks.
We believe, that it is necessary to provide consistency in loan granting standards
in order to ensure the balanced growth of bank loans and clear “rules” for the borrowers. Framework for these standards could be provided by the financial market
authority (FCMC), thus allowing to avoid the imbalances in the future. Besides, the
standards should ask for risk-adjusted loan pricing in order to determine the loan
price that covers the expected loss, thus allowing to avoid the losses in the case of
economic difficulties. It would consequently allow the easing of access to loans, that
is crucially important for the development of small and medium enterprises, as bank
loans are an important source for debt financing, especially for small and medium
enterprises that do not have access to the equity market.
One of the consequences of the crisis of 2008 is the deterioration of bank loan quality that has resulted in the sharp decrease of loan availability. In its turn, it stimulates
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the development of the non-bank lending sector (so called ‘quick loans’) and the
sector of alternative financing (venture capital, business angels etc.). In the case that
the loan availability does not improve, it could result in the loss of the competitiveness of banks and consequently to loss of the market share. Thus, the improvement
of loan availability is necessary not only for borrowers, but also for banks. In order
to make sound risk assessment and ensure better loan availability, banks should use
modern methods of risk assessment, that take into account macroeconomic risks.
Besides, to avoid overreliance on mortgages, new methods of mortgage assessment
should be used.
Moreover, additional state support is needed to ensure a mechanism of guarantees and special loan programmes for start-ups, small and medium enterprises,
young families with children etc. All these measures would help to ensure better
loan availability, simultaneously supporting the stability of the banking sector and
consequently the competitiveness of the country.

Conclusions
The global financial crisis in 2008 and the following economic downturn had painful
consequences for banks. Banks partially lost their assets and/or quality and therefore
experienced a considerable loss of performance. Considering this experience, banks
have started to pay more attention in order to eliminate the imbalances in operations
and have tightened lending conditions. Consequently, this has led to more difficult
access to loans for both domestic enterprises and private individuals, influencing the
competitiveness of the country as a whole. According to the Global Competitiveness
Index the “ease of access of loans” can be seen as a substantial weakness in a number
of CEE countries having thus a negative impact on the assessment of competitiveness.
To ensure better loan availability and provide stability to the banking sector, taking
into account the analysis made, several proposals have been suggested:
• to provide consistency in loan granting in order to ensure the balanced growth
of the bank and clear “rules” for the borrowers;
• to introduce common lending standards and to ensure risk-adjusted loan pricing
in order to determine the loan price that covers expected losses, thus allowing
to avoid the loss of performance and consequently to ease access to loans;
• to provide additional state support to ensure a mechanism of guarantees and
special loans programmes for start-ups, small and medium enterprises, young
families with children etc.
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Determinants of the Life Quality
of the Emerging Upper Class in Poland
A bstract
The main goal of this paper is to present the selected results of research on the life quality
of the emerging upper class in Poland, conducted between 2011/2012. The formation of
the upper class in Poland is not only the subject of sociological research. After the transformation of the system one can more and more observe in Poland a large group of this
class’ representatives with a differentiated genealogy. This research was the first empirical
recognition of the consumption structure and economic behaviour of this social group’s
representatives, with special attention being paid to the diagnosis of their quality of life.
Keywords: quality of life; upper class; economic behaviour; consumption structure
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Introduction
The quality of life of people in Poland is a measure of the satisfaction and happiness status of a human’s life strongly conditioned, also in times of consumerism, by
the possession of material goods. It slowly becomes a factor of changes characterising
sustainable development. The Author treats mental goods, together with the happiness
feeling, as the most important factors in a human’s life, at the same time pointing
out the special role of material goods possession in the creation of the quality of life
which has been taking place ever since the transformation period in Poland. The
Author decided to investigate how strongly the quality of life also depends on the
income situation and social status of representatives of the upper class being formed
and in formation in Poland
So far, the upper class in Poland has not been a subject of deeper sociological and
economic research. In Polish subject literature one can find the sociological definition
of the upper class, which redefines the conception of the distinction of social class
creation defined by French sociologist P. Bourdieu, in favour to take into account the
crossing of three criteria (economic, social and cultural) as a criterion of belonging
to one out of three social classes in Poland. Methodical problems, even those such
as the selection of criterion authorising the numbering of a given person into the
upper class circle, are still not univocally decided1. The criterion of the income level
seemed obvious in the case of the economic elites. However, with regards to the
upper class the fact of inheritance or ancestry or managerial positions in firms, or
offices cannot be omitted.
In post-war Poland, more precisely after 1989, economic elites, especially business
ones were not subjected to statistical analysis, although in research on the conditions
of people’s lives they constituted almost an imperceptible but growing fraction of
households in being of every year of the examined sample.
The diagnosis of the quality of life of these groups’ representatives seems to be an
impressive scientific task, because the opinion is commonly known that, following
high incomes – occupational prestige, social status, the life satisfaction and happiness
level can be assessed only as very high by persons allocated to this class. However, that
opinion is accompanied by sceptic voices and also even by backward trends from the
1 T. Słaby, Are the Poles Increasingly Well Off?, “Studies and Works of the Collegium of Management
and Finance” 2005, vol. 63, Warsaw School of Economics; T. Słaby, Consumerism as a Substitute For
Quality of Life, in: Quality of Life Improvement through Social Cohesion, ed. W. Ostasiewicz, Department
of Statistics, Wrocław 2008.
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hitherto existing style of life, first of all from the superiority of occupational life being
forced even by the simple eagerness for high income achievement. There are visible
searches for equilibrium between work and free time, individuals from this class start
to make profits and loss balances in individual manners. J. M. Keynes2 who assumed
that in 2030, the world would be free of poverty and consumerism, considered that it
would become advantageous the change of activities structure in relation to work and
free time. Regarding many representatives of the upper class with incomes being/have
to be high, the life outside of work practically does not exist. The Author had hoped
that the results of research on the quality of life of the emerging upper class in Poland,
conducted between 2011/2012 would be positively inscribed in developing a trend of
research related to the features of structural transformations of Polish society in the
new realities of economic life and their influence on the quality of life.

Research on the Quality of Life
The “quality of life” is a notion often used by the media in the context of the population’s quality of life changes assessment. L. Kołakowski wrote3 “The quality of life
cannot be self-defined. It is never unchangeable and commonly accepted”, therefore
there always remains a certain amount of unacquaintance related to all sources of
the subjectively felt quality of life
However this does not mean, that the attempts concerning the accurate definition
of quality of life were not undertaken. It has resulted in a situation that due to the
multidimensionality of people’s quality of life we can find many related definitions.
At the end of the XX century, both psychologists and sociologists were searching
for methods of the quality of life assessment through the measurement of being and
the feelings of happiness. The precursor of the “economic” definition of life quality
was given by J. Bentham (1748–1832). He proposed assessing the human life situation using the so called “Happiness Account”, of which the results were obtained by
comparisons of pleasures and unpleasantness. It is worth noting that one of these
“pleasures” was to be rich4. T. Kasser5 ascertained that the “quest for material goods
is the strongest indicator of general life quality”.
2 J. M. Keynes, Economic Possibilities for Our Grandchildren, “Saturday Evening Post, N&A”, 11–18
October 1930.
3 L. Kołakowski, Cywilizacja na ławie oskarżonych, in: Moje słuszne poglądy na wszystko, Wydawnictwo Znak, Kraków 2011.
4 http://philosophy.lander.edu/ethics/notes-bentham.html
5 T. Kasser, The High Price of Materialism, MIT Press, Cambridge Massachusetts, Cambridge 2002.
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The development of the behavioural economy allowed not only psychologists,
but also economists to separate research on satisfaction with life (for example thanks
to higher incomes) from research concerning emotional conditions, which can be
favourable in spite of lower incomes.
The results of much research has led to important conclusions in the context of how
the material situation influences happiness, namely that we are mainly happy when we
are “richer than others”. In comparison to other people in similar situations and facing
the confrontation of what we possess with that which we would like to possess, are two
basic sources of decrease or increase of being – the feeling of happiness. Furthermore,
we cannot forget about political and system changes, globalisation trends, economic
crises, which may create certain “deformations” in the generalisation of conclusions.
Hitherto existing research on people’s life has not so far brought an elaboration of a one
standard methodology, mainly because answering the question of what the meaning
of life, whether it is good or happy leaves very diversified points of view. Undoubtedly,
classic economics and happiness economics will be mutually intermingled, although
it is difficult to not assume, that GDP is rather a factor, or condition of a high level of
life, and that subjective assessments of life satisfaction and the happiness feeling can
be a real measures of the quality of life. The intuitive understanding of the quality of
life as the subject of investigation has various content as well as various definitions
which may fulfil the content of this research category, following the changes of values in human life and changes in the environments where human beings live. Full
satisfaction is the possibility of the realisation of one’s dreams, higher values related
to the family, the feeling of safety, or the respect of individual rights. There is also
the appearance of life dignity6, which stands at the commencement of the associated
negative results of the degradation of the natural environment.
The unusual increase of interest in research on the quality of life and reorientation
referring to the matter of life quality has mainly consisted of a departure from quantitative
measures and has taken into account the individuals subjective assessments of their own
life as a base for research. It has resulted in the appearance of many approaches in the
conceptions created by creative research teams, where besides economists and social
statisticians one can also find representatives of sociology and psychology. Although
the interweaving of research on the level and quality of life seems to be obvious, the
aims of the various research are different, the set of measures are not identical, and
primarily various characters of measures are used (objective and subjective ones). This
is why, e.g. research conducted by the OECD (2011) are rather social reports rather than
6 J. Drewnowski, The Level of Civilisation. A New Field For the Application of Social Indicators, “Social
Indicators Research” 1986, no. 18.
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research on the quality of life. In the life of Poles, within market economy conditions,
new goals are appearing which beforehand were not possible. An example is the need
of specific occupational behaviours and the consumption of goods and services which
create prestige and position within the environment. It significantly widens the research
space related to a human being’s life due to new needs. In 2011 the Central Bureau for
Statistics undertook the first research on the quality of life using an exclusive Polish
sample. The methodology of that investigation complied with the recommendations
of Eurostat. Life quality measures were numbered according to the consumption of
goods and services, the accessibility of which depends on the material situation of
households. However, assigning greater research preferences, in a time of crisis, to life
level conditions created by the worsening material situation, the investigation of factors exclusively non-material influencing the quality of life was lessened. An overview
of the research on the quality of life in Poland leads to the thought, that the ordered
theoretical terminology reflecting the concept of life quality still does not exist, this
creates difficulties in the empiric research, and primarily makes it impossible to perform comparisons in time and space. The Author has carried out an analysis of life
satisfaction of persons living in households with high incomes, named economic elites
in 2004. These households were selected from a group of households participating
in the study of home budgets performed by the Central Bureau for Statistics, according
to the level of income per person criterion. These studies aimed at attempts to answer
some questions related to the pattern-making role of the consumption behaviour of
the economic elites. At that time the degree of life satisfaction was assessed through
the collation of consumption in these households against aspirations. The decided
majority of them indicated a high degree of life satisfaction assessed mainly by the
prism of their material situation. The “new rich men” poses of the Polish economic
elites in a post-communist country, e.g. shopping in exclusive places was practically
not observed in the research undertaken in 2004.

Definition of the Quality of Life
The quality of life discovered through research conducted among representatives
of the upper class in Poland between 2011/2012 was characterized by a prism of three
concepts mostly occurring as measures, namely: life satisfaction, happiness and the
possession of material goods. A. C. Michalos7 as one of the authors of an extensive
7 A. C. Michalos, Conceptual and Philosophical Foundations, in: The Quality-of-life (QOL) Research
Movement: Past, Present and Future, “Social Indicators Research” 2006, vol. 76.
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summary concerning life quality studies, pointed out four possible combinations of
situations which characterise: objective life conditions, subjective feelings and emotions (e.g. the life conditions are good, but the subjective evaluation indicates a dissatisfaction with life), ascertains the absence of standard criteria for the explanation
of reasons for such a situation, which determines the fact that we have to treat the
quality of life as a complex category describing the emotions and feelings of human
beings, created not only by objective life conditions.
It is obvious, that the evaluation of satisfaction with all needs (life as a whole) is
a cumulative assessment of the quality and level of life. However the distinguishing
of material and mental needs, the non-identification of factors and measures, their
objective and subjective measurements, seem to be decisive for the separable character of the studies of these categories describing the forms of the human and society.
The definition of the quality of life has to be verified due to changes within the
market, where the global client appears. It showed that the purchase of goods builds
prestige, satisfaction and happiness. Due to such a lifestyle, satisfaction, and almost
happiness demonstrate that feelings are based on the individual’s criteria of evaluation. Consumption became the main reason for a successful life and the pursuit for
happiness. The pursuit of material goods is the strongest indicator of the general
quality of life. If, in definition, the quality of life is included satisfaction, happiness
and satisfaction, i.e. stating that it comes from the achieved possession of material
goods and consumption, then it should be added, that with such an understanding
of the quality of life, the essential role is played by wealth including incomes and
material properties, and non-material values in which the education level, leisure
time and health are numbered.
Such an approach is undoubtedly an illustration of the continuous methodological
problems in the studies on the quality of life, however regarding the conception of
the research conducted firstly in Poland in 2012 on economic behaviours and the
quality of life of the emerging upper class, three categories were accepted as basic
ones, while in convention “cause – effect”, material goods possession indeed evaluates
satisfaction with life, which in turn can have a great influence on the happiness feeling.
With such a conception, considerations were limited only to three reoccurring
interchangeable research categories as life quality determinants, with an adaptation
based on the opinions of researchers such as R. Veenhoten8 and R. Easterlin9, whose
notions of happiness, life satisfaction and general success were used interchangeably.
8 R. Veenhoven, Happiness in Nations: Subjective Appreciation of Life in 56 Nations 1946–1992,
Erasmus University Press, Rotterdam 1993.
9 R. A. Easterlin, Explaining Happiness, 2003, http://www.pnas.org/content/100/19/11176.full
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At the present time, the subjective assessments of life with regards to quality are
strongly influenced by material determinants, life in specified social-political conditions and more and more degraded natural environment, the aggressive activity
of the market, and one’s own psychological predispositions. The material aspects
in the dimension of possession means that the present day human lives among the
surroundings of purchased goods and services are often placed in first place.
Psychologists have proposed the recognition of the behaviours characteristic for
the possession of goods considered as the source of a highly assessed life quality, as
a result of psychological-behavioural manners, which in social life makes authorization
to if not a positive then to a neutral (real) complex of behaviours, which could confirm
the high level of life quality, or even the dignity of life. However, a methodological
question arises of whether the goods possession is a factor or measure of life quality?
The quality of life cannot be determined only by the widely understood life’s
environment, because in a psychological dimension it is built by experiences and
emotions from previous years, and it is also connected with feeling of hope and
belief. For life quality the most important is that which is experienced by the human
being and the decision of life will. Satisfaction with needs, even at a high degree does
not have to create a positive answer for the question “do we like our life?”. Evaluating
the role with regards to the quality of life, first of all plays the quality of psychological
life coming from internal “settlements” related to the meaning of experiences brought
by a widely understood external world.

Definition of the Upper Class
Making the emerging upper class in Poland the subject of empiric recognition, all
the sociological literature was reviewed to find the definition of such a social class and
to confirm that such a class exists in Poland. The search results were not successful,
as in the literature there are many years of a historical void.
The transformation of the system after 1989 has created the chance for research
and access to publications related to the material sources of wealth, because the market economy began to develop. The wealth and income status, as the main factors of
inequality, lies at the base of the society division into classes, and if it were possible
to separate this group of the richest people in public statistics, who would agree
to participate in the research? There would then exist a chance to create an image of
social classes in Poland
However, even after 30 years, the attempt to characterize the three social classes
existing in the sociological literature – lower, middle, and upper – has been fulfilled
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mainly in relation to the lower classes, moreover those mainly in poverty and social
exclusion aspects. However specifically regarding the upper social class, one can note
only fragmentary research, without continuity features.
The growing shopping power of Poles began revealing itself with the bigger and
bigger demand for luxury goods, which became one of the signals of the creation of
the upper class. One cannot assume that the upper social class constitutes a uniform
social group, for income does not only determine this class group.
Representatives of these groups are internally differentiated by education, occupational status, origin, property sources (inheritance, or income and credit), which
undoubtedly influences their consumer behaviours and systems of values, standards,
and opinions creating their quality of life.
The source of the quality of life of Poles came after EU accession. It showed itself
initially in the post-transformational period in the possession of a larger amount of goods.
In groups with high incomes, consumption had almost an ostentatious character.
Therefore, in subjective evaluations of the quality of life feelings of satisfaction
and happiness have appeared coming not only from the achievement balance, family
status, or life in a given, widely understood environment, the experience of intellectual
emotions close to the happiness feeling, but also from many satisfying needs, thanks
to the possession of goods and the frequent exchange of them for technologically
newer models.
Therefore, empirical recognition of such a life quality formulation is interesting,
while goods possession was accepted as a factor, not a measure of life satisfaction
experiencing, happy life feeling, the will of further existence. So it is interesting
to show empiric recognition of such a concept of the quality of life.
In searching for sources of the research subject definition, an inspirational opinion
was expressed by H. Domański10 that: “at the present time in Poland we deal with
very interesting social stratification, which constitutes of the following hierarchy:
1. emerging upper social class (most often identified with business elites)
2. managing class (highest level officials, politicians, so called “top management”)
3. intellectuals,
4. office workers of a lower grade, owners of small firms
5. qualified labourers, owners of farms, unqualified labourers, farm workers”.
As an inspiration to accept an operational definition of the upper class in the
described empiric research below was the statement by sociologist, M. Gdula, who
said in 2012 that it was typical for western capitalism the division into social classes
and that this criterion is being formed in Poland, even though only after 20 years. He
10

H. Domański, Polska klasa średnia, Fundacja na Rzecz Nauki Polskiej, Wrocław 2002.
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described three groups constituting the “emerging” upper class in Poland. Adopting
this division, the three groups of this class in creation in Poland, persons meeting
the following criteria were included:
1. Credit bourgeoisie – min. 5000 zl (PLN)/person of monthly income net; people
with mortgages;
2. Ethos intellectuals – min. 5000 zl/person of monthly income net, with possessions
(often patrimonial – lands, house, flat); scientists/lecturers (scientific degrees:
doctor, professor), physicians, lawyers, intellectualists;
3. Businesscracy – min. 20000 zl/person of monthly income net: businessmen, managers, directors, chairmen and other professions meeting the income criterion.
Apart from the quality of life diagnosis of the emerging upper class in Poland,
there was one trial to identify the subjective evaluations determinants expressed by
the representatives of this class, in relation to their quality of life. To make such an
identification, a model was adopted; a model approach to the quality of life of the
emerging upper social class in Poland. The life quality was formulated as a factor of
two variables – “life satisfaction”, and the “will to live” – as the strongest expression
of the happiness feeling evaluation. The applied model of orthogonal epsilon regression assumed the continuous character of measurements results on the Likert scale,
in relation to these variables. To make a comparison of the obtained results where
such assumptions were applied with results of the modelling respecting ordinal
measurement on that scale, ordinal logistic regression was used.
The research was realized through the computer supported (CAPI) direct interviewing of 90 people (30 people in each group). The sample was of a purposeful
character – with regards to the difficult recruitment criteria, interviews were realized
with persons, who met the groups’ criteria and agreed to participation in the research.
Besides, using the individual deepen interviews (IDI) method, 11 interviews were
conducted with representatives of the richest people in Poland, people with very
high positions in national institutions of a higher level, professors, politicians, and
with representatives/joint owners of media. The meetings lasted 1 to 3 hours and
were usually undertaken in the work places of the respondents. Recruitment was
performed with the snow ball method.

Characteristics of the Investigated Group
The basic distributions of respondents in total scale, according to the given typological features (sex, age, marital status, education, university degree, and performed
job), participating in qualitative studies delivered the following information about
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the respondents: women constitute half of the 90 representatives of the emerging
upper class. Relatively, most of the women were in the ethos intellectuals group. The
majority of men we can see in the businesscracy group. Respondents were mainly
between the ages of 30 and 50. Almost half of the investigated group was composed
of 30–39 year old people, while one third of the investigated group was composed
of 40–49 year old people. Businesscracy, the most affluent group was represented by
persons relatively older.
The biggest percentage of the interviewed people were married. In each subgroup
approximately 20% were single, or individuals with informal relationships. In the
businesscracy group there were more unmarried people. Representatives of the
businesscracy ran a one-man household. The opposite situation was noted in the
ethos intellectuals group. Most of the investigated people had obtained a university
degree (master of science) in Poland. In the ethos intellectuals segment there were
more (than in other groups) people holding the degrees of doctor, assistant professor
and professor.
In the investigated group of representatives of the “emerging” upper class in Poland
(in total) most people ran own companies (25 persons), there were also representatives of the higher managing staff (18), lawyers (14), physicians (9) and lecturers
(8). Almost half of the investigated group were respondents with a monthly income
net (per person) between 5 and 10 thousand PLN. Among the representatives of the
credit bourgeoisie and ethos intellectuals, most people (20 persons) had relatively
the lowest incomes (5–10 thousand PLN). Decidedly the most affluent group was
that with representatives of the businesscracy – all respondents had incomes not less
than 20 thousand PLN net monthly.
Few respondents derived profits from inherited goods, or properties belonging
to family members. Inheritances (house, flat or land) were possessed by approximately
60% of the respondents, approximately 30% started their professional career having
inherited properties as financial subsidiaries. Inherited properties (house, flat or land)
were possessed by almost all the respondents from the ethos intellectuals group and
about 40% of the representatives from the remaining groups. Results of the research
showed that the group of investigated representatives of the upper class held debts.
The most common being mortgage credit (60% of respondents). Decidedly most
of the credits contracted in banks were appropriated for investments (80% of the
indications), rarely for consumption (30%). The lowest debts were held by the ethos
intellectual group.
The career start for most people came from the “very bottom”, with gradual
promotion to higher and higher posts and the strengthening of their professional
positions. Some people agreed that “at the entry” they succeeded with spectacular
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success, which became a base to achieve more than others. In the respondents’ opinion
a “good start” is to have a little more than others of the same age, but not too much
more, thank to that it is easier to start, and at the same time there is a motivation for
work and self-development to achieve more.
Independently using the path of a future professional career, most of the investigated people were characterized with stubbornness, will to learn and hard work
to become “somebody”. Sometimes ambition was an impulse, sometimes the need
to prove one’s own value, and sometimes the need to escape from reality not accepted
in the time of childhood.
Success was defined by them as an achievement of a very strong professional
status, holding high posts (sometimes the highest) and being known in their own
environment.
Such a strong professional position was accompanied by the earning of more and
more money. Additionally (but not the most important) the determinant of achieved
success was the acceptation in the environment of affluent and of influential people,
which were expressed by invitations for important public events with the participation
of important, well-known people.
Most of the investigated people said, that they were building their professional
career in such a way as to have something to do in the future, for example to write
a book, or be more engaged in the university’s work, or in political life. Only a few
people wanted to change their lives, move to the countryside, relax and live using
the means they had gathered during their professional career.
Many people characterized themselves as very ambitious and active, demanding
a lot from themselves, aiming at something and realizing it. They have no claiming
approach to life, they were directing demands to themselves, not expecting the world
to give them something, they assign the goals and realize them. Helpless situations
are badly tolerated by them, for example when someone related to them is ill.
The investigated persons underlined also, that they are honest and correct. In their
life they try to do things so as to quietly look at each other in the eyes. An important
element of the investigated representatives of the upper class characteristics is their
evaluation of the significance of material and non-material values learnt at home.
There were important patterns related to intellectual origin, articulated aspirations and a given lifestyle. Related to intellectual origin were certain facilitations in,
first, the occupational experiences and at the beginning of their career the things of
which the investigated people were unaware.
In relation to their own children, the respondents underlined that the basic capital
they wanted to give them it was a good education, but “good education” was defined
differently by various people. The children of part of the respondents attend private or
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societal schools, because the parents are convinced that the education level is higher
there, and simultaneously their children learn in the company of others from similar
social circles and of a similar level of income and education.
Some of the parents proudly acknowledged that their children attend good public
schools thanks to which they have a chance of obtaining a good education and, at
the same time, to meet people from different environments, and be able to function
in normal conditions.
All participating in the research were of the opinion that their children will opt
for studies, preferably abroad. Thanks to this they would maintain a prestige and
would obtain a job in Poland. Besides, they also underlined that what they most care
about, is to give particular values to children, to teach them to be people dealing
well with life and to be happy. Questioned about what kind of people they are, the
investigated focused first of all on personality traits related to work and professional
duties. Almost all of them underlined that they are hard-working, devoted to what
they do, professionals in their domains, still wanting to develop and learn. Even these
who saw themselves as lazy by nature people, underlined that they try to deny this
trait and this is why they work more than others. The investigated people reluctantly
acknowledged their problems with stress. Most of them said that they are happy people
and that they are rarely in situations where they could feel the negative effects of stress.
A percentage of the people (more often women) acknowledged that in difficult
moments they go to other people, try to meet someone close and talk about problems
in order to rid themselves of the bad emotions. Often these are meetings organized
outside of the home. Women also acknowledged that in helpless moments they cry.
Some of the investigated people draw attention to this, that at the present stage in the
development of their professional life they have significantly less stress than during
the time when they were building their careers. When stressful situations arise, they
try to find the presence of trusted people. The intensity of their jobs results in the
fact that their lives are also very intensive and fast. To achieve the fulfilment of all
assumptions, the lives of most of these people are very organized and planned. Only
a small percentage of people acknowledged that due to the amount of time devoted
to work, their lives are hectic, and that they cannot realize some of their dreams,
which is the result of their duties at work. It gives them a feeling of some unsatisfied
needs and disappointments.
Most of the investigated people are followers of the family model, where both
partners work. The family model where the man is the breadwinner and the woman
takes care of the home and children was favoured by every third of the investigated
people. 60% think that the condition for a successful family are children, 80% of the
investigated are followers of common financial decisions. Relatively, most modern
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notions regarding the family are found in businesscracy, and less modern ones in the
credit bourgeoisie group.
In the research, the respondents spoke about how they spend their leisure time,
which could lead to information on the lifestyle of people from this social class. The
answers were strongly differentiated. For 15 out of 90 respondents relaxation was
associated with privacy – own bed, bath-tub, 16 people preferred places where they
could take care of their beauty/health, or simply take a rest in exclusive conditions,
some of them accepted restaurants and pubs as places for relaxation. Only 15% of
respondents preferred active leisure, they pursued their leisure time in gyms, swimming pools, horse stables, tennis courts, and in fitness clubs.
With regards to leisure time, the Polish upper class mentioned activities such as
the entertaining of guests and parties at home or excursions to the cinema. These
methods of leisure time were used by over 90% of the respondents investigated
during last year.
Representatives of the credit bourgeoisie, more often than people from the remaining
groups went to the cinema, to gyms, or went kite-surfing. Instead, they rarely visited
theatres, or played tennis. People from the ethos intellectuals group, more often than
the remaining respondents, declared an activity related to the so called “high culture”
(visits to museums, attending exhibitions, attending classical music concerts).
Representatives of this group rarely went to the cinema, played team games, or
exercised extreme sports. The Businesscracy, as compared to other groups, to a higher
degree preferred the theatre, skiing and team games, rarely attending gyms.
Therefore it could be noted, that the investigated representatives find time for rest
and pleasure in spite of their declared engagement in work. Leisure time they dedicate
to sports, culture and their circle of friends. They are not only limited to life at work.

Attitude to the Possession of Material Goods and Money
New economic realities, since the beginning of the system of transformation
in Poland resulted in the occurrence of new economic behaviours within Polish society.
Economic behaviour appeared through the possession of goods, purchasing, money,
and this may constitute an important background to characterizing the level of life
influencing the quality of life feeling. However, it should be noted, that aspirations
for purchasing were satisfied thank to loans (mostly many years’ mortgage loans)
thank to these they could confirm their status.
The Polish “emerging” upper class was characterized with common sense and the
moderate relation to exclusive goods. The mentioned prestigious goods were mostly
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smart-phones and tablets, which were novelties on the electronic device market
in 2011. They were mostly used in their occupations. These types of devices were
relatively most common within the businesscracy. The possession of a yacht, a holiday
home or apartment as objects of leisure were mainly declared by the representatives
of the credit bourgeoisie. Other prestigious goods (swimming pool, horse, airplane,
yacht) were possessed by only a few. One could say that the investigated people first
of all invested and worked to be protected in the future.
The relation to money in the conducted research was characterized through the
gathering of opinions on the surmise of how well-being is understood by them (see
table 1).
For half of the investigated people the synonym of well-being was money and
material goods, over 30% identified well-being with the feeling of safety and calm. For
every fifth it was freedom to realise their dreams and passions, for every tenth it was
freedom and independency. Representatives of the richest group, the businesscracy,
identified well-being at a higher degree with non-material values.
Therefore one can state the favoured was the material status and the feeling of
well- being was the “less-material” definition. 80% of the businesscracy representatives
were of the opinion that their current material status is well-being.
The purchase of new goods could even give them pleasure. Purchases were often
treated as a form of mood betterment. Every second respondent was sometimes seized
with momentary impulses, buying things which they never used later on. Foreign
products were preferred by slightly over 35% of the investigated – this was stated
first of all by representatives of the ethos intellectuals and credit bourgeoisie. The
respondents were also followers of technological novelties, 64% of the investigated
continuously searched for them. The credit bourgeoisie were the strongest oriented
on technological “gadgets”, which could confirm the inclinations to showy consumption. The businesscracy representatives rarely treated purchases in an emotional way
– they did not often buy to improve their moods, and also they were rarely seized
by impulsive purchasing. The representatives of this group, to a lesser degree, paid
attention to prices, and rarely abstained from purchasing before sale time.
The investigated declared that money it is not a goal in itself for them, the goal is
the will to act, to do something. Most of the investigated people have no feelings that
they have “lots of money”, and thereby they belong to the upper class. The majority
of the interviewed persons were of the opinion that the money they possess allows
them a “usual life”. Their attitude to money is utilitarian, money serves to secure
them and their families the realization of basic needs (home, eating, school), and
with enjoyment (holidays, their realised “hobby”). At the same time money serves
to secure one’s own and the family’s future, through gathered savings, and purchased
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properties. The interviewed people also acknowledged that the money they possess
facilitates their further development and self-realization, and the undertaking of
subsequent activities.
At the same time there is the opinion that the more money one possesses there is
a larger lack of time, therefore the majority of this money is spent. So intensive devotion to the work bringing the money in is tied with the necessity of the use of services
of which one could resign from if there was time for it. It is also tied to the purchase
of things “within reach” as there is no time to search for and buy something cheaper.
A percentage of the respondents acknowledged that in the time of increased incomes
in their life, they had a moment of excessive consumption, they bought very expensive
things, but with the passing of time the possession did not cause a lack of common sense.
The value for the upper class is not money itself, but non-material goods which
can be possessed thanks to money, which is an independency, the possibility of
development / self-betterment. It was confirmed by a relatively small acceptance of
statements that “measure of human value is money” and that “money is important
for me, because I feel like an “A” man”. People aspiring to the upper class rarely envied
exclusive material goods possessed by others. The material situation of the upper class
allows them to help other family members – in the highest degree these are parents
and children and then grandparents.

The Quality of Life of the Emerging Upper Class
In research on the quality of life of the created upper class in Poland performed
in 2011/2012, results of empiric recognition are related mainly to representatives of
this class living in the capital of country and are presented on the base of interviews
based on questions included in the author’s questionnaire (qualitative studies).
In the qualitative studies, 90 representatives of the created upper class were
questioned about the influence of material goods on the happiness feeling answered
in ways presented in table 2.
Every third questioned person felt fulfilled in every domain – considering both
psychological values and material ones. Material feeling of safety were a source of
satisfaction for 30% of the investigated people. A similar percentage of the interviewed people felt happy in spite of the lack of material goods, living in unity with
themselves, experiencing positive emotions thank to the realization of passions,
friendships and families.
Within the representatives of the businesscracy the dominating attitudes indicated
the deriving of happiness from material goods and from non-material values, or
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attitudes indicating complete ignorance of the financial sphere and more concentration
on spiritual values. Nobody from the group of the businesscracy chose an answer
indicating the deriving of happiness exclusively from material goods possession,
while in other groups it was most often the chosen answer. Among other sources
of happiness, health, personal development, children and family were mentioned.
Talking about the manifestation of happiness in their lives, 34% of the investigated people usually referred to situations tied to their occupational position and
financial background. For many people the reason for happiness was the feeling that
now “nothing is a must for me”. They strongly accented the feeling of financial safety
and that thanks to that they have a feeling that they will manage their lives.
Chart 1 presents information on the intensity of further existing life will, which
could evidence the happiness feeling among representatives of the evolving upper
class in Poland.
Chart 1. Will to Live (Average of Estimation Numbers on Scale From 1 to 10)
Credit bourgeoisie
9.6
9.4
9.2
9
8.8
Total

8.6

Ethos intellectuals

Businesscracy
Source: see table 1.

Between the groups of respondents, the distributions of life estimations made by
the representatives of the three distinguished groups were relatively not too large. The
decided majority of the investigated respondents were characterized by the strong
will to live, which could mean that they treat themselves as happy people.
Every second investigated person marked the highest valuation on a 10‑degree
scale, 48 people (almost the second half) marked figures 8 or 9. Only two people
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chose the smallest figure, which could evidence a relatively small will to live, and at
the same time – a low feeling of a happy life. In the sphere of values – in the upper
class the most important was the feeling of acceptation by family and friends.
Chart 2. Fractions of Respondents According to Satisfaction Status
Very satisfied

BUSINESSCRACY (N=30)

ETHOS INTELLECTUALS
(N=30)

Rather satisfied

40%

TOTAL (N=90)

53%

43%

CREDIT BOURGEOISIE
(N=30)

Neither satisfied nor dissatisfied

50%

63%

49%

7%

7%

30%

44%

7%

7%

Source: see table 1.

Among all investigated persons – the majority of them, as it was 84 out of 90
persons (93%) are rather very satisfied with their lives, but good satisfaction was
more often declared by the credit bourgeoisie (63%) and this is the group which
demonstrates itself as the most satisfied. Moderate satisfaction was declared by only
6 people (two people in each group). Nobody from the investigated representatives
of the evolving upper class in Poland chose the answer indicating a low satisfaction
with life.
In the subsequent question four sources of life quality were suggested (see chart 3).
In general, the source of life satisfaction were money and material goods for half
of the investigated people, but over 35% identified high life quality with the safety
feeling and calm. For every fifth representative of the upper class in the investigated
group the most important source of life quality is freedom in the realization of
dreams and passions, and every tenth declared that the most important is freedom
and independency
Representatives of the richest, the businesscracy group to the highest degree
identified life quality with non-material values, such as safety, realization of passions,
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freedom. Only 23% of the investigated in this group mentioned material goods as the
main source of a high life quality feeling, while within the respondents numbered
to the ethos intellectuals it was 57%, and in the credit bourgeoisie it was even 70%.
Chart 3. Sources of Life Quality
Credit bourgeoisie
80%
60%
40%
20%
Total

0%

Ethos intellectuals
Material goods, money
Safety, calm
Fulfillment of dreams,
passions, pleasures
Freedom, independency

Businesscracy
Source: see chart 1.

A small astonishing result was given by the question about the components of
a happy life (see chart 13). In the ranking of factors which caused high assessments
of the happiness feeling, 30% of representatives of the investigated group indicated
family life, successful partnership or health. In the opinion of the investigated people
the possession of material goods, strong character or honesty was of almost no importance. One can only note that the representatives of the credit bourgeoisie more than
people from the remaining groups were setting a high value to family life and successful
partnership, while a positive attitude toward the world and cheerfulness were of less
significance. Among the people numbered to the ethos intellectuals relatively less
importance was given to marriage and children possession, at the same time giving
more significance to friends, work, education and money. Within the businesscracy
the high estimation for a happy life were health, cheerfulness, optimism, and less
education and possessed money.
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One could formulate an opinion, that the better material situation is, the more
happiness is conditioned by non-material values. Opinions about the components
of happiness and life satisfaction were differentiated by the affiliation to one of the
selected groups.
General life satisfaction is accompanied by satisfaction with its particular domains.
Almost 90% of the investigated people are rather – or very satisfied almost with all
aspects of life, pessimistic estimations were given on the average by 1–3 persons. The
investigated optimistically see family life, health, education, job, earnings, material
status and possessed material goods.
Self-estimation (regarding personality traits, appearance and relationships with
others) may be influenced by a difference between the “real I” (own image) and the
“ideal I” (desired image). Because the human being aims to maintain a positive “own
image” and acts usually in a way to be accepted. In table 3 average indications are
shown (scale from 1 to 5) of real and desired self-estimation.
In estimations of one’s own personality traits of the representatives of the upper
class in Poland quite a distinct divergence occurred between the “real I” and the
“desired I”. The present profile of the investigated regarding personality traits – in their
self-estimations – is not yet ideal. The biggest differences occurred in the estimation
of entrepreneurship and self-assertion. Quite a large distance was noted in relation
to the optimism feeling.

Determinants of the Quality of Life, Model Formulation
Research on the quality of life were aimed at finding the factors differentiating
the subjective feelings of life quality as a sum of happiness and satisfaction. To
indicate which factors (traits) influence life satisfaction of the respondents, and
how it is intensive, the epsilon method11 was used. Participation of the explained
features in the prediction of the explaining feature are called relative weights.
Relative weights are interpreted as a participation of particular independent variables in a dependant variable explanation. The essential idea of this method is the
approximation of relative weights through the creation of a set of non-correlated
artificial variables reflecting the structure of distribution and relationships within
the input regressors. These artificial variables are the new predictors for variable
being explained (exogenous variable).
11 J. Johnson, A Heuristic Method for Estimating the Relative Weight of Predictor Variables in Multiple
Regression, “Multivariate Behavioral Research” 2000, vol. 35, no. 1.
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The life quality was characterized by life satisfaction and will (desire) to live
variables, recognized as the highest degree of happiness feeling. Both these variables were accepted as symptoms of life quality. These variables were measured on
Likert’s ordinal scale graded from 1 to 5. The character of measurement on the Likert scale was treated as measurement on the quotient scale, in spite of the fact that
in the subject literature there are no convincing arguments being relevant for such
a “strengthening” of Likert.
Continuous distribution in the general population was presented using discrete
distribution in a sample with the probability function P (Y = yi) = pi, i = 1,...,k, where
k is a number of variants of the Likert scale (in conducted research k = 5), while
probabilities pi are frequencies of answers for questions “i”.
The assumption of continuity of the random variable “life satisfaction” can be
argued on the basis of central limit theorems. One can assume that life satisfaction
is composed of binary assessments of “it is – it is not”. The sum of these binary
assessments (in infinity) gives continuous limit distribution, particularly for example
normal distribution.
Searching for determinants of satisfaction with life as a whole, following independent variables were chosen: satisfaction with family life; marriage/partnership;
friendships; own children; own leisure time and rest; education; health status; job;
incomes; material goods possession; material status; political situation in country.
The age of the respondents, source of happiness and sex were also taken into account.
In the question about life satisfaction on the 5‑point Likert scale, the fraction of
very satisfied was 49%, satisfied 44%, while 7% of the investigated representatives of
the upper class did not answer decidedly.
Table 4 presents results obtained by the epsilon method applied to the data resulted
from research on the evolving upper class in Poland (in total).
Based on the obtained results it was stated that in the group of investigated
representatives of the upper class in Poland, the life satisfaction level was influenced
mostly by: satisfaction with own marriage/partnership, satisfaction with family life,
satisfaction with work and sex of respondent. Additionally satisfaction with incomes
can be considered (value of relative weight slightly differs from relative weight
assigned to the respondent). It is characteristic that satisfaction with material status
and material goods possession less influenced satisfaction with life as a whole.
The afore-mentioned set of determinants were also used in relation to the happiness feeling. An attempt was taken to assess this emotional state through the distribution of answers for the question concerning the will to live. The question read:
“Some people say that they do not want to live at all, and others are of a decidedly
opposite opinion. How strong is your will to live?”. Respondents were asked to choose
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a point on a scale from 1 to 10. In qualitative studies 54% of the representatives of the
emerging upper class ascertained a high level of will to live, 37% of the investigated
chose evaluations from the middle part of the scale from 1 to 10, only 8% described
the will to live at a low level, and 1% at a very low level.
A set of the same endogenous (explained) variables, which were used trying
to obtain the determinants of life satisfaction, consisted of presumable factors in the
case of the assessment of will/desire to live as the deepest symptom of happiness
being felt. This time the model epsilon showed a little different sequence of particular
factors affecting. The data presented in table 4 indicated a strong influence of satisfaction with the job and family possession, but at quite a high level – in third place
– material goods possession was found. Also material status and the level of monthly
incomes per person to a high degree conditioned the assessment of the will to live.
Therefore, we can risk the assessment, that happiness and the ipso facto high will
to live among the investigated persons was based also on the material protection
originating from wealthy people, the respondents’ situations. It resulted in the fact
that the strongest defining determinants of these two life quality sources (satisfaction
and happiness feeling) were not fully identical. As in the case of trying to formulate
the determinants of life satisfaction as well as of happiness, the results constitute only
a certain approximation of the real situation due to failures always accompanying
pioneer research, mainly in relation to the subject of research.

Final conclusions
Research on the quality of life of the emerging upper class in Poland hold
a pioneer character. Therefore, the obtained determinants sets cannot be compared
to the results of earlier research. Analyses performed in work with the application of the epsilon method for the first time has identified the basic predicators of
life satisfaction of the emerging upper class in Poland. Besides, in relation to the
possessed data set, they confirmed the validity of using ordinal results from the
Likert scale in such a way as they would be measured on a quotient scale. However
it does not mean the admissibility of such a procedure in relation to any arbitrary
set of data obtained with the use of the ordinal Likert scale. Confirmation of the
results should be obtained through the application of other “proper” applied scale
multidimensional method.
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Table 1. Distribution of Answers Concerning the Definition of Well-being
Source

Credit Bourgeoisie
n

Ethos Intellectuals

%

N

Businesscracy

%

n

Total

%

n

%

Material goods, money

21

70

17

57

7

23

45

50

Safety, calm

11

37

6

20

15

50

32

36

Fulfilment of
dreams/passions, pleasures

5

17

7

23

7

23

19

21

Freedom, independency

0

0

3

10

7

23

10

11

Source: own elaboration based on results of empiric research from 2011/2012.

Table 2. Material Goods and Happiness Feeling
What at the Present Time
Causes You to Feel Happy,
Satisfied With Life?

Credit Bourgeoisie

Ethos Intellectuals

Businesscracy

Total

n

%

n

%

n

%

n

%

12

40

13

43

0

0

25

28

I have no many material goods,
but happiness for me it is a life
which I like – I experience many
positive emotions – I read, I go
to cinema, often meet friendly
people

6

20

8

27

12

40

26

29

Because I have everything what
I want to have (material goods),
and besides that I do/live
in a way I like

10

33

8

27

13

43

31

34

2

7

1

3

5

17

8

9

Material feeling of safety,
possession of material goods
(as others also possess them,
as they are modern ones, as
they are beautiful, etc.)

Other reasons
Source: see table 1.

Table 3. Real I Versus Ideal I (Average Indications of Traits)
Personality Traits
Ambitious
Intelligent
Courageous
Optimist
Smart
Attractive
Man of initiative
Self-confident
Average number on scale (total)
Source: see table 1.

I Am

I Would Like to Be

4,33
4,37
4,06
4,19
3,47
3,68
4,08
4,04
4,02

4,53
4,82
4.66
4,71
3,88
4,51
4,68
4,62
4,56
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Table 4. Life Satisfaction and Will to Live. Cooficients Beta, and Relative Weights.
Variables Ordered According to Lessening of Relative Weights (Variables:
Standarized Explained and Explaining). Studied Group in Total: n = 90
Endogenous Variables

Beta

Relative Weights

Satisfaction with marriage/partnership

4.18

1416

Satisfaction with family life

3.01

811

Satisfaction with job

2.21

404

Respondent's sex

–1.83

292

Satisfaction with incomes

1.93

285

Sources of happiness

1.58

225

Satisfaction with leisure time

1.27

152

Satisfaction with material status

1.16

137

Satisfaction with material goods possession

0.67

94

Satisfaction with health

0.66

75

Satisfaction with political situation in country

0.73

73

Satisfaction with education

0.55

68

0.34

33

–0.06

12

Satisfaction with friendship
Age
Source: own calculations based on data.
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